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MEMORANDUM OF ARGUMENT 
OF THE RESPONDENT, WEST FACE CAPITAL INC. 

(Pursuant to Rule 27 of the Rules of the Supreme Court of Canada) 

 

PART I - OVERVIEW AND STATEMENT OF FACTS 

A. Overview 

1. The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. seeks leave from this Court to obtain what amounts to an 

advisory opinion on a moot question that cannot affect the outcome in the particular case sought 

to be appealed. The principal effect of this dilatory application is to delay payment of costs awards 

made against the applicant that total almost $2 million.  

2. There is no issue in this case regarding whether Brandon Moyse deleted information. The 

issue is whether he deleted relevant information. On that issue, the trial judge found that he did 

not, which is a finding of fact. Understandably, the Court of Appeal declined to intervene. Catalyst 

now urges this Court to revisit this factual finding.  

3. The application should be dismissed with costs. Catalyst tries to dress up its factual 

arguments in legal attire, but the test for spoliation applied by the trial judge is the very same test 

that Catalyst itself advanced at trial, and accepts before this Court. There is no dispute that as a 

matter of law, spoliation requires proof that a party has destroyed relevant evidence. Catalyst failed 

to prove spoliation not because of any disputed legal principle, but because the trial judge 

concluded that Mr. Moyse destroyed no relevant information. The outcome of this application for 

leave to appeal therefore turns on a finding of fact. 

4. Moreover, that disputed fact is moot in light of the other findings that the trial judge made 

against Catalyst.  None of those other findings is before this Court, and each of those other findings 

is dispositive of Catalyst’s claim. The underlying action alleges a breach of confidence, which 

requires: (a) confidential information; (b) a communication in confidence; (c) misuse of the 

confidential information; and (d) resulting harm to the plaintiff. Catalyst’s spoliation arguments 
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can only affect the first two elements of this test, but the trial judge decided all four against 

Catalyst. The narrow factual issue for which Catalyst seeks leave to appeal is moot. 

B. The Hiring of Brandon Moyse 

5. The basic facts of this case are straightforward. Brandon Moyse was a junior analyst at 

Catalyst, a private equity firm. Mr. Moyse assisted with some initial due diligence on a potential 

acquisition of WIND Mobile Inc., a Canadian wireless company that was controlled by 

VimpelCom Ltd., a foreign conglomerate.1 Mr. Moyse left Catalyst on May 26, 2014, and joined 

Catalyst’s competitor West Face Capital Inc. on June 23, 2014. He lasted less than a month, before 

going on leave on July 16, 2014 in the face of a motion by Catalyst for an injunction to enforce a 

non-competition clause in Mr. Moyse’s employment agreement with Catalyst.2 As a result of this 

ongoing litigation, Mr. Moyse never returned to work at West Face. 

6. Catalyst warned West Face before Mr. Moyse even started work there that he had been 

staffed on a “telecom file” at Catalyst, and West Face therefore firewalled Mr. Moyse from the 

WIND deal in advance of his arrival.3 

7. In anticipation of Catalyst’s injunction motion, Mr. Moyse also voluntarily agreed to 

preserve and maintain all relevant records in his control and to have his personal computer 

forensically imaged. Before turning over his computer, on July 20, 2014 Mr. Moyse deleted his 

Internet browser history. He did so because it had nothing to do with Catalyst’s allegations, and 

contained private information about his personal Internet history.4  

C. Catalyst’s Failure to Acquire WIND Mobile 

8. As it happened, after Mr. Moyse had stopped working at West Face, Catalyst came very 

close to acquiring WIND. On July 23, 2014, VimpelCom granted Catalyst exclusive negotiating 

rights for WIND. This was almost two months after Mr. Moyse had left Catalyst, and a week after 

                                                 
1  Trial Reasons, paras. 17, 21, 34-35, 40-52, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 4 at pp. 41, 42, 

44, 46-51. 
2  Trial Reasons, paras. 61, 66, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 4 at pp. 53, 55. 
3  Trial Reasons, paras. 64-65, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 4 at p. 54. 
4  Trial Reasons, paras. 133, 143, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 4 at pp. 77, 79. 
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he had gone on leave from West Face. Negotiations initially went well. With the finish line in 

sight, in mid-August 2014, VimpelCom asked for a “break fee” of $5 million to $20 million to 

cover WIND’s ongoing operating losses if the sale to Catalyst did not obtain the necessary 

Canadian government regulatory approvals and could not proceed. 

9. Unbeknownst to VimpelCom, Catalyst was not just interested in obtaining regulatory 

approval for Catalyst to acquire control of WIND; Catalyst also intended to lobby the Government 

of Canada aggressively for major regulatory concessions as soon as it signed a deal with 

VimpelCom—and to renege on the deal with VimpelCom if those concessions could not be 

obtained.5 Catalyst intended to do so even though it had negotiated a draft agreement of purchase 

and sale with VimpelCom that expressly prohibited Catalyst from seeking the regulatory 

concessions in question during the period between signing an agreement with VimpelCom and 

closing the transaction. 6 

10. Catalyst’s need for concessions, the prohibition on seeking them, and the improbability of 

obtaining them, all meant that Catalyst faced a very real possibility that the transaction would fail 

to close and Catalyst would be required to pay the requested break fee. Catalyst therefore told 

VimpelCom that they were “out to lunch”, rejected VimpelCom’s request for a break fee out of 

hand, and allowed exclusivity to expire.7 Catalyst believed that VimpelCom had no better 

alternative and would have to yield to Catalyst’s position. 

11. Much to Catalyst’s chagrin, VimpelCom did have another option once exclusivity expired. 

During the period of exclusivity, a consortium of investors that included West Face (the 

“Investors”) had on August 6, 2014 made an unsolicited offer that relieved VimpelCom of the 

risks around regulatory approval of the sale by having the Investors assume all of those risks. The 

Investors also did not require any regulatory concessions. Once exclusivity with Catalyst expired 

on August 18, 2014, VimpelCom commenced negotiations with the Investors and concluded a sale 

on September 16, 2014.8  

                                                 
5  Trial Reasons, paras. 78, 124, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 4 at pp. 58, 74. 
6  Trial Reasons, para. 131, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 4 at p. 76.  
7  Trial Reasons, paras. 30, 128, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 4 at pp. 43, 75. 
8  Trial Reasons, paras. 31, 105, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 4 at pp. 43-44, 67.  
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12. Following the sale, Catalyst amended its existing claim for breach of Mr. Moyse’s non-

competition covenant, to add a claim alleging that the Investors had only acquired WIND because 

Mr. Moyse had allegedly disclosed Catalyst’s secret regulatory strategy to West Face. During 

interlocutory proceedings, however, Catalyst misrepresented why it had failed to acquire WIND 

during exclusivity. Catalyst claimed that it had “wanted to ensure that its purchase was conditional 

on receiving certain regulatory concessions from Industry Canada”, that Mr. Moyse knew this 

strategy, and that the deal had died when VimpelCom refused to accept any such condition.9 These 

claims were not true. As described above in paragraph 10, and as Catalyst only admitted after 

almost a year of litigation and on the eve of trial, the deal actually broke down over Catalyst’s 

refusal to accept a break fee. VimpelCom never even requested a break fee until almost three 

months after Mr. Moyse left Catalyst.10 

13. Catalyst’s chagrin turned to apoplexy when, less than 18 months later, the Investors sold 

WIND to Shaw Communications for $1.6 billion.11 The acquisition valuation had been only $300 

million. Catalyst sought not only $500 million in damages against West Face (representing 

Catalyst’s estimate of West Face’s share of the Investors’ profits), but also sought unspecified 

damages for spoliation against young Mr. Moyse. 

D. The Spoliation Issue 

14. Catalyst has raised a laundry list of alleged sins of Mr. Moyse, but its primary focus is his 

deletion of his personal Internet browser history. The other issues relating to his conduct are either 

irrelevant to the WIND transaction (certain writing samples that did not relate to WIND, which 

Mr. Moyse had sent West Face as part of his job application, but then deleted from his work 

                                                 
9  Affidavit of James Riley dated February 18, 2015, at para. 45 (emphasis added), 

Respondent’s Response, Tab 2 at p. 32.  
10  In answers to undertakings given during cross-examination prior to trial, Mr. Riley had 

incorrectly denied that a break fee had been requested: Answers to Undertakings of James 

Riley on cross-examination held May 13, 2015, No. 15-16, Tab 3 at p. 49. 
11  Trial Reasons, para. 5, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 4 at p. 36. 
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computer at Catalyst),12 or harmless (deleting the contents of his Catalyst Blackberry, in 

circumstances where Catalyst’s server retained copies of all communications).13 

15. The facts surrounding the spoliation issue are described in more detail in the Memorandum 

of Mr. Moyse, which West Face adopts. Suffice it to say that in almost four years of litigation, 

Catalyst has never described how Mr. Moyse’s browsing history as of its deletion on July 20, 2014 

– in circumstances where he had resigned from Catalyst on May 24, and Catalyst’s exclusive 

negotiations with VimpelCom occurred from July 23 to August 18 – could have possibly affected 

the relevant events. This was, and always has been, a sideshow to the principal issues at trial, which 

were decided against Catalyst and are not the subject of this application for leave to appeal. 

E. The Trial Decision 

16. At trial, Catalyst’s claims failed on a number of independent grounds. The trial judge was 

Justice Newbould, the senior judge of the Commercial List, a specialized division of the Superior 

Court in Toronto with particular expertise in commercial matters.14 Justice Newbould held that 

Mr. Moyse had only limited confidential information about WIND, that this information would 

have been useless to West Face in any event, and that Mr. Moyse had communicated none of it to 

West Face.15 

17. The trial judge further concluded that even if Mr. Moyse had conveyed confidential 

information about WIND to West Face, West Face had not caused any harm to Catalyst.  Rather, 

the trial judge determined that Catalyst was the author of its own misfortune. VimpelCom had 

demanded a break fee for its own reasons, and not because of anything the Investors did. Catalyst 

failed to acquire WIND because of its own obstinance in the face of VimpelCom’s reasonable 

request. Moreover, even if Catalyst had signed an agreement to acquire WIND, it would not have 

                                                 
12  Trial Reasons, paras. 57-59, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 4 at pp.52-53; Court of Appeal 

Reasons, para. 10, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 8 at pp. 106-107. 
13  Trial Reasons, para. 164, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 4 at p. 85. 
14  Toronto Dominion Bank v. Bank of Nova Scotia, 2013 ONSC 6029 at para. 2; Western Larch 

Ltd. v. Di Poce Management Ltd., 2013 ONCA 722 at paras. 15-16, leave to appeal refused, 
[2014] S.C.C.A. No. 32. 

15  Trial Reasons, paras. 37, 43-51, 65-67, 82-117, 120-125, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 4 at 
pp. 45, 47-51, 54-55, 60-72, 72-75. 
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been able to close the purchase.  The regulatory concessions on which Catalyst’s entire investment 

strategy hinged – and which Catalyst intended to seek in breach of its commitment not to do so in 

the draft agreement of purchase and sale with VimpelCom – were not forthcoming from the 

Government of Canada. Catalyst, and not West Face or Mr. Moyse, was responsible for its failure 

to acquire WIND.16  

18. Mr. Moyse’s deletion of his browser history could not have affected this result. Even if he 

had deleted evidence establishing that he had sent West Face everything he knew about Catalyst’s 

strategy, it could not change the fact that: (a) he did not know much of material value; (b) his 

access to Catalyst information ended in late May 2014; (c) the Investors developed their strategy 

independently of Mr. Moyse; and (d) Catalyst’s own decisions prevented it from acquiring WIND. 

19. On the issue of spoliation, the trial judge found as a fact that Mr. Moyse had not destroyed 

any relevant evidence or intentionally destroyed any evidence in order to affect the outcome of the 

litigation.17 This being the case, it was unnecessary to consider whether the court should recognize 

an independent tort of spoliation. 

F. The Court of Appeal for Ontario Decision 

20. Catalyst appealed a vast array of the trial judge’s findings of fact and law.18 The Court of 

Appeal made short work of the appeal. The matter was scheduled for two days, but after hearing 

Catalyst’s submissions over the course of a day and the better part of a morning, the Court of 

Appeal dismissed the appeal from the bench, without hearing from either of the respondents.19 

21. Specifically on the issue of spoliation, the Court of Appeal held that Catalyst had not 

overcome the “insurmountable factual hurdle” posed by the trial judge’s finding that Mr. Moyse 

had not deleted any relevant evidence.20 It is this same insurmountable factual hurdle that Catalyst 

would now have this Court accept as a proper basis on which to grant leave to appeal. 

                                                 
16  Trial Reasons, paras. 127-131, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 4 at pp. 75-76. 
17  Trial Reasons, para. 166, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 4 at p. 86. 
18 Catalyst Second Supplementary Notice of Appeal to the Court of Appeal for Ontario dated 

February 15, 2017, Application Record, Vol. II at p. 19. 
19 Court of Appeal Reasons, para. 7, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 8 at p. 106. 
20 Court of Appeal Reasons, para. 45, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 8 at p. 120. 
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PART II -  QUESTION IN ISSUE 

22. This application for leave to appeal raises a single issue: With respect to the particular case 

sought to be appealed, is the trial judge’s factual finding that Mr. Moyse did not delete relevant 

evidence an issue of public importance warranting leave to appeal?21  West Face respectfully 

submits that the answer is clearly “no”. 

PART III -  STATEMENT OF ARGUMENT 

A. Overview 

23. Leave to appeal should be denied because the trial judge’s application of the settled test 

for spoliation is a question of fact, or mixed fact and law.  This issue is of no public importance 

and indeed was incidental to the trial judge’s decision in this particular case.  West Face also adopts 

and relies on the submissions of Mr. Moyse. 

24. While this Court's discretion over leave to appeal is indeed broad, certain general principles 

have emerged regarding what matters are (and are not) of public importance. Justice Sopinka 

described three such principles as follows: 

(a) a question of public importance is one that is germane to the disposition of the case; 

(b) this Court typically does not grant leave where the law is settled; and 

(c) this Court does not immediately rush in and, rather, likes to see what courts below 
are doing before addressing a matter.22 

25. These three principles, each of which militates against leave in this case, will be addressed 

in turn. 

B. The Spoliation Issue Is Not Germane to the Disposition of the Case 

26. This is a breach of confidence case.  While Catalyst amended its claim just a few months 

before trial to assert an independent tort of spoliation as against Mr. Moyse, it abandoned spoliation 

                                                 
21 Supreme Court Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. S-26, s. 40(1). 
22 Henry S. Brown, Q.C., Supreme Court of Canada Practice 2012 (Toronto, ON: Thomson 

Reuters, 2012) at 20, citing Sopinka J., “The Supreme Court of Canada” (10 April, 1997). 
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as a cause of action at the Court of Appeal.23 Catalyst now relies on spoliation only as an 

evidentiary principle, but has offered no indication of how a finding of spoliation against Mr. 

Moyse could establish its case for breach of confidence. 

27. The trial judge applied the well-settled test for breach of confidence that this Court set out 

in Lac Minerals Ltd. v. International Corona Resources Ltd.24: (1) that the information conveyed 

was confidential; (2) that it was communicated in confidence; (3) that it was misused by the party 

to whom it was communicated; and (4) that misuse harmed the plaintiff.25 Proving spoliation does 

not establish any of these four elements or entitle Catalyst to judgment.26 The remedy for spoliation 

is simply that “when it is shown that evidence has been intentionally destroyed a rebuttable 

presumption of fact arises that the evidence would tell against the spoliator.”27 Therefore at its 

highest, a finding of spoliation could support a presumption that Mr. Moyse had confidential 

information and passed it to West Face. Any such presumption was rebutted by the extensive 

evidence from West Face’s witnesses that they received no such information, which the trial judge 

accepted.28 Moreover, the trial judge found that West Face did not misuse any Catalyst confidential 

information, that Catalyst’s confidential strategies would not have been of use to West Face, and 

that in any event, Catalyst could not have been harmed by any misuse.29 Catalyst has offered no 

explanation of how Mr. Moyse’s Internet browser history or Blackberry contents, even in the most 

sinister interpretation, could affect the trial judge’s numerous findings that had nothing to do with 

Mr. Moyse. 

                                                 
23 Court of Appeal Reasons, para. 43, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 8 at p. 119. 
24 [1989] 2 S.C.R. 574 at para. 129. 
25 Trial Reasons, paras. 68-69, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 4 at p. 55. 
26 Ontario (Minister of Community, Family & Children’s Services) v. Crown Employees 

Grievance Settlement Board (2006), 81 O.R. (3d) 419 at paras. 26-29 (C.A.); Endean v. 
Canadian Red Cross Society (1998), 48 B.C.L.R. (3d) 90 at paras. 14-15 (C.A.); Fox v. Fox, 
2017 ONSC 6509 at paras. 244-246. 

27  McDougall v. Black & Decker Canada Inc., 2008 ABCA 353 at para. 16; St. Louis v. R. 
(1896), 25 S.C.R. 649. 

28 Trial Reasons, paras. 82-87, 93, 95, 114-117, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 4 at pp. 59-61, 
63, 64, 71-72. 

29 Trial Reasons, paras. 124-131, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 4 at pp. 74-76. 
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28. Specifically with respect to the last two elements of breach of confidence, the trial judge 

found as follows: 

I accept the evidence of Mr. Leitner that the proposal made by him to VimpelCom on 
behalf of the consortium on August 7, 2014 and the ultimate deal made with VimpelCom 
was not based on anything that Catalyst was doing but rather was based on what 
Tennenbaum [one of the Investors] had concluded from its own due diligence and 
understanding of WIND and its prospects and of the lack of regulatory risk to what it was 
proposing. (Para. 114). 

Assuming, without deciding, that some of the information said to have been passed on by 
Mr. Moyse to West Face was confidential, I would not find that West Face made use of 
it. (Para. 120). 

[Catalyst’s confidential strategy] played no part in the reasoning of West Face to bid as 
it did by itself and later with the consortium. (Para. 122). 

In summary, if Mr. Moyse provided to West Face any confidential Catalyst information, I 
find that such information was not used by West Face in its acquisition from 
VimpelCom of its interest in WIND or of its later acquisition of its shareholding in WIND. 
(Para. 125). 

Catalyst has failed to establish that it suffered any detriment by any misuse of Catalyst 
confidential information. (Para. 127). 

[T]here was no chance that Catalyst could have successfully concluded a deal with 
VimpelCom. (Para. 131). 

None of these findings concerning the last two elements of breach of confidence turned on what 

Mr. Moyse actually did, said, or knew, since the Trial Judge assumed for the purposes of this 

analysis that Mr. Moyse had, in fact, communicated confidential information to West Face. 

29. Indeed, even the timing of the relevant events belies any suggestion that Mr. Moyse’s 

conduct could have any bearing on the outcome at trial. Mr. Moyse resigned from Catalyst on May 

24, 2014, and he deleted his browser history on July 20, 2014.30 All this took place well before the 

critical events in the case, whereby: 

(a) Catalyst entered exclusivity with VimpelCom on July 23, 2014;31 

                                                 
30  Trial Reasons, paras. 52, 143, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 4 at pp. 51, 79. 
31  Trial Reasons, para. 30, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 4 at p. 43. 
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(b) The Investors made an unsolicited offer from WIND on August 7, 2014;32 

(c) VimpelCom requested a “break fee” of $5 million to $20 million on August 11, 

2014;33 

(d) Catalyst chose to let exclusivity expire on August 18, 2014;34 and 

(e) The Investors delivered a financing commitment letter to VimpelCom on August 

25, 2014, and ultimately closed the transaction on September 16, 2014.35 

30. Catalyst has never explained how Mr. Moyse’s Internet browsing history on his personal 

computer could “tell against” him with respect to the actions and choices that Catalyst and the 

Investors made in the period after the alleged spoliation on July 20, 2014. 

31. That being the case, the question raised by Catalyst is an academic one that cannot affect 

the result “in the particular case sought to be appealed”.36 Whether spoliation is a legal topic 

appropriate for this Court’s attention is a question best reserved for a case in which the answer 

could affect the outcome. 

C. The Legal Test for Spoliation Is Settled 

32. There is no dispute over the proper test for the tort of spoliation. As noted by the trial judge, 

the parties agreed at trial on the four-part test: 

1) the missing evidence must be relevant; 

2) the missing evidence must have been destroyed intentionally; 

3) at the time of destruction, litigation must have been ongoing or contemplated; and 

                                                 
32  Trial Reasons, para. 30, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 4 at p. 43. 
33  Trial Reasons, para. 128, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 4 at p. 75. 
34  Trial Reasons, paras. 30, 128-129, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 4 at pp. 43, 75-76. 
35  Trial Reasons, para. 31, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 4 at pp. 43-44. 
36  Supreme Court Act, s. 40(1). 
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4) it must be reasonable to infer that the evidence was destroyed in order to affect the outcome 
of the litigation.37 

33. Catalyst does not suggest that this is the wrong test. Nor could it—Catalyst itself advanced 

this test at trial. Instead, Catalyst claims, at paragraph 18 of its Memorandum, that the trial judge 

erred “in his application of the above framework” (emphasis added).  

34. Catalyst goes on to assert four reasons why the trial judge erred in applying this test. None 

of these arguments has any merit, for the reasons explained in the submissions of Mr. Moyse. 

Arguably the more important point, however, from the perspective of the test for leave, is that none 

of these arguments raises a disputed or unsettled point of law or question that could affect the result 

in the particular case sought to be appealed, or otherwise merits the attention of the Court. The 

first three can be disposed of in short order. 

35. First, Catalyst relies on the same principles as the trial judge concerning the use of 

circumstantial evidence and drawing of inferences. The drawing of inferences is the classic 

province of the trial judge, and may only be reviewed on a standard of palpable and overriding 

error. This is well-worn legal terrain and does not warrant leave.38 

36. Second, Catalyst asserts that the trial judge’s finding that Mr. Moyse did not destroy 

relevant evidence overlooks the possibility that even benign evidence could be probative. 

Semantics aside, “benign evidence”, by definition, is harmless, anodyne, or innocuous evidence 

incapable of affecting the result in the particular case for which leave to appeal is sought. 

37. Third, Catalyst claims without a single supporting authority that the trial judge wrongly 

placed the onus on Catalyst to establish the destruction of relevant evidence. Catalyst was the 

plaintiff in this action. It bore the burden of proof to make out its pleaded cause of action, and it 

equally bore the burden of proof to make out its evidentiary claim of spoliation.39 It failed to do 

                                                 
37  Trial Judge Reasons, para. 136, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 4 at p. 78; see also Nova 

Growth Corp. v. Kepinski, 2014 ONSC 2763 at para. 296; Appellant’s Memorandum of 
Argument, para. 17, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 12 at pp.137-138. 

38  Nelson (City) v. Mowatt, 2017 SCC 8 at para. 38; Housen v. Nikolaisen, 2002 SCC 33 at 
paras. 6, 10, 23. 

39 See, e.g., St. Louis v. R. (1895), 25 S.C.R. 649 at 652; Endean v. Canadian Red Cross Society 
(1998), 48 B.C.L.R. (3d) 90 (C.A.) at paras. 9-15; Nova Growth Corp. v. Kepinski, 2014 
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so, and cites no disputed principle of law warranting this Court’s intervention to overturn that 

result. 

38. Catalyst’s fourth argument is the only one that raises even a colourable issue of principle. 

Catalyst offers a strained interpretation of the trial judge’s reasons in order to accuse him of 

injecting a requirement of “specific intent” into the test for spoliation. Nowhere did the trial judge 

in fact say that he was imposing such a requirement; rather, as described above, he relied on the 

same test advanced by Catalyst, which provides that it must be reasonable to infer that the evidence 

was destroyed in order to affect the outcome of the litigation. 

39. Catalyst raises the spectre of those accused of spoliation being able to assert “an 

unverifiable ‘porn defence’” with impunity. There is no air of reality to this speculative suggestion. 

There was in fact extensive evidence at trial on what Mr. Moyse knew; when he knew it; how he 

could have communicated it to West Face; and whether it could have been useful to West Face. 

Catalyst also had complete discovery: West Face produced every single non-privileged email its 

employees or partners had ever exchanged with Mr. Moyse; a copy of the notebook Moyse used 

during his three-and-a-half weeks at West Face; records of every telephone call any of its personnel 

had with Mr. Moyse; and offered to produce its own confidential information created, accessed, 

or modified by Moyse to an independent supervising solicitor.40 Numerous witnesses testified and 

were cross-examined on every one of their communications with Mr. Moyse and why Catalyst’s 

speculative assertions were manifestly without merit. Catalyst’s arguments about spoliation were 

addressed in detail in the trial judge’s reasons.41 

40. Perhaps most importantly, the particular case sought to be appealed does not involve a 

question of whether spoliation requires specific intent or mere negligence, because Catalyst cannot 

satisfy either. Mr. Moyse could only be negligent in destroying relevant evidence if he actually 

                                                 
ONSC 2763 at paras. 314, 326; Gutbir v. University Health Network, 2010 ONSC 6752 at 
para. 13.  

40 The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. v. Moyse, 2015 ONSC 4388 at paras. 54, 56 (denying 

Catalyst’s motion for an Anton Piller order against West Face and a contempt order seeking 

to imprison Mr. Moyse). 
41  Trial Reasons, para. 132-168, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 4 at pp. 77-86. 
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destroyed relevant evidence. Here, the trial judge concluded based on overwhelming evidence that 

Mr. Moyse did not destroy anything relevant.42 Catalyst invites this Court to grant leave to appeal 

in order to determine whether Catalyst must prove that Mr. Moyse destroyed relevant evidence 

negligently or intentionally. However, given the factual findings that no relevant evidence was 

destroyed, Catalyst’s legal arguments are moot. 

D. There Is No Competing Lower Court Jurisprudence 

41. There is no divided or conflicting body of law on the subject of spoliation, and no confusion 

or dispute in the Canadian jurisprudence on the subject. The test is well-established and was relied 

on by each of Mr. Moyse, Catalyst, and the trial judge. 

E. This Court Should Not Exercise Its Discretion to Grant Leave 

42. This application for leave to appeal is on its face without merit, and was brought in an 

inexplicably dilatory manner. The record of this and related proceedings establishes that this is one 

more instance in a long pattern of such conduct. What follows below is not a listing of all litigation 

misconduct by Catalyst. It is not even all litigation misconduct that relates to West Face. Rather, 

it includes only litigation misconduct by Catalyst that gave rise to judicial comment in proceedings 

relating directly to the WIND transaction, which is the subject matter of the case for which leave 

is sought: 

July 22, 2015: Catalyst filed a Notice of Appeal to the Court of Appeal from an 

interlocutory decision by Justice Glustein denying Catalyst’s motion for injunctive relief 

against West Face, and for contempt against Mr. Moyse relating to his deletion of his 

browser history (the same issue that is the subject of the spoliation claim before this Court). 

Despite being told two days later by counsel to West Face and Mr. Moyse that any appeal 

lay only with leave to the Divisional Court, Catalyst failed to file motions seeking an 

extension of time and leave to appeal to the Divisional Court until November 27, 2015, 

                                                 
42  Trial Reasons, paras. 144, 147, 150, 163, 165-166, Application Record, Vol. I, Tab 4 at pp. 

80, 80-81, 81, 85, 86. 
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over three months after the time to do so had expired. Catalyst failed to adequately explain 

the delay, and both motions were denied.43 

January 26, 2016: Catalyst opposed the Investors’ Plan of Arrangement for the sale of 

WIND to Shaw. Catalyst asserted that the Plan of Arrangement should not be permitted to 

affect either its claim in the Moyse Action, or a newly-asserted claim for inducing breach 

of Catalyst’s exclusivity agreement with VimpelCom in relation to the WIND transaction. 

Justice Newbould concluded that “Catalyst has purposely delayed pursuing its claim 

against West Face and taken clearly inappropriate proceedings to appeal the interlocutory 

decision of Justice Glustein.” He further described Catalyst’s conduct as follows: “To lie 

in the weeds until the hearing of the application and assert [the inducing breach claim] to 

stop the plan of arrangement is troubling indeed and not acting in good faith. Waiting 

and seeing how things are going in the litigation process before springing a new theory at 

the last moment is not to be encouraged.”44 

May 31, 2016: One week before the trial of the Moyse Action was scheduled to commence, 

Catalyst launched a new action in relation to the WIND transaction. This new claim raised 

the same inducing breach of contract claim that Justice Newbould had already held that 

Catalyst had “purposely delayed pursuing” five months earlier. This new case was 

ultimately dismissed as an abuse of process in April 2018: “Catalyst unsuccessfully 

litigated its failure to acquire Wind in the Moyse/West Face Action. Justice Newbould 

made findings at trial that are determinative of its claims against the defendants in this 

proceeding. Catalyst’s Current Action advances claims that it chose not to allege in 

the previous action. It also seeks findings that are entirely inconsistent with Justice 

Newbould’s findings in the Moyse/West Face Action.”45 

October 7, 2016: In his costs endorsement awarding West Face its costs of the Moyse 

Action on a substantial indemnity basis, the Trial Judge noted that Catalyst had failed to 

prove allegations of serious misconduct: “This law suit was driven by Mr. Glassman [the 

                                                 
43  The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. v. Moyse, 2016 ONSC 554 at paras. 3-8 (Div. Ct.). 
44  Re. Mid-Bowline Group Corp., 2016 ONSC 669 at para. 59. 
45  The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. v. VimpelCom Ltd., 2018 ONSC 2471 at para. 86. 
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principal of Catalyst]. He was not able to accept that he lost his chance to acquire Wind by 

being outsmarted by someone else. He set out to prove his belief that the West Face 

witnesses were lying and that West Face had obtained confidential Catalyst information 

from Mr. Moyse that they used to defeat Catalyst’s bid to acquire Wind. He was certainly 

playing hardball attacking the reputation and honesty of West Face. However, in spite 

of the best efforts of Catalyst’s very able and skilled lawyers, he utterly failed.”46  

September 25, 2017: On the eve of the appeal of the Moyse Action, Catalyst decided to 

pursue potential fresh evidence. When Catalyst’s then-counsel resigned from the file rather 

than participate in a fresh evidence motion, Catalyst obtained a five-month adjournment.47 

The “fresh evidence” turned out to be the fruits of a series of undercover “stings” against 

current and former West Face employees (including West Face’s former general counsel), 

as well as against the trial judge.48 Catalyst ultimately chose not to seek leave to file any 

of this supposed “fresh evidence”. 

February 21, 2018: The Ontario Court of Appeal dismissed Catalyst’s appeal of the Moyse 

Action from the bench, without hearing from the respondents. Catalyst chose not to seek 

leave to appeal within the 60 days prescribed by the Supreme Court Rules, instead waiting 

until August 8, 2018 to file its application for an extension of time and leave to appeal. 

43. In short, the history of this and related actions is replete with unexplained delay, abuse of 

process, failure to act in good faith, unsubstantiated allegations of misconduct, and even an attack 

on the integrity of a judge. The benefit of this Court’s attention is a privilege, not a right, and it is 

not one that Catalyst has earned. 

                                                 
46  The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. v. Moyse, 2016 ONSC 6285 at para. 10. 
47  Endorsement of Rouleau J. dated September 27, 2017, Respondent’s Response, Tab 4 at p. 

49. 
48  Affidavit of Andrew Carlson sworn August 14, 2018 at paras. 39-46, Respondent’s 

Response, Tab 5 at pp. 64-66. 
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Supreme Court Act 
R.S.C., 1985, c. S-26 

An Act respecting the Supreme Court of Canada 

Appeals with leave of Supreme Court 
40 (1) Subject to subsection (3), an appeal lies to the Supreme Court from any final or other 

judgment of the Federal Court of Appeal or of the highest court of final resort in a 
province, or a judge thereof, in which judgment can be had in the particular case sought 
to be appealed to the Supreme Court, whether or not leave to appeal to the Supreme 
Court has been refused by any other court, where, with respect to the particular case 
sought to be appealed, the Supreme Court is of the opinion that any question involved 
therein is, by reason of its public importance or the importance of any issue of law or any 
issue of mixed law and fact involved in that question, one that ought to be decided by the 
Supreme Court or is, for any other reason, of such a nature or significance as to warrant 
decision by it, and leave to appeal from that judgment is accordingly granted by the 
Supreme Court. 

R.S., 1985, c. S-26, s. 40; R.S., 1985, c. 34 (3rd Supp.), s. 3; 1990, c. 8, s. 37. 
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ONTARIO 
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B E T W E E N :  

THE CATALYST CAPITAL GROUP INC. 

and 

BRANDON MOYSE and WEST FACE CAPITAL INC. 

AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES A. RILEY 
(Sworn February 18,2015) 

I, JAMES A. RILEY, of the City of Toronto, MAKE OATH AND SAY: 

1. I am the Chief Operating Officer of The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. ("Catalyst"), the 

plaintiff in this proceeding, and, as such, have knowledge of the matters set out in this affidavit. 

To the extent my knowledge is based on information and belief, I identify the source of such 

information and believe the information to be true. 

2. I have previously sworn three affidavits in this proceeding - on June 26, July 14 and July 

28, 2014. Those affidavits, without exhibits, are attached to this affidavit as Exhibits "A", "B" 

and 5!C", respectively, and I adopt and re-state the facts set out in those affidavits in this affidavit. 

In some cases those facts are repeated in this affidavit to provide a consistent narrative flow of 

events. 

Plaintiff 

Defendants 
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The Parties 

3. Catalyst is an independent investment firm that is considered a world leader in the field 

of investments in distressed and undervalued Canadian situations for control or influence. These 

are known in the investment industry as "special situations for control". Catalyst currently has in 

excess of $3 billion dollars under management. 

4. Within Canada, the "special situations" investment industry is fairly small, "Special 

situations," also known as "distressed investments," is tire term used to describe investment 

opportunities where a company is considered to be under-managed, under-valued, or poorly 

capitalized. The term "special situation" is also used to refer to significant corporate events such 

as a proxy battle, take-over or board shake-up. 

5. In these cases, "special situations" investors try to find ways to find value and profit in 

the situation to purchase the debt or equity of the target company with the hope of making a 

significant gain on the investment. 

6. Within the special situations investment industry, there is a small sub-group of investors 

who invest for control or influence. This is known as investing in "special situations for control". 

"Control" often refers to acquiring a sufficient amount of debt or equity to gain control or 

influence at the company in order to be able to provide direct operational and/or strategic 

guidance. "Influence" can include acquiring a tactical "blocking position" in order to force 

management and other creditors/investors to consider Catalyst's views. 

7. In any situation, Catalyst's confidential information is critical to the successful 

implementation of an investment plan to capitalize on a special situation, Catalyst spends 

CCG0028716 
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substantial time studying opportunities and planning its investment strategy before it decides to 

pursue a particular situation. 

8. If a competitor learns of the opportunities Catalyst is considering or studying, the 

investment models it is using for a particular situation, the methodology Catalyst is considering 

for acquiring control or influence, or the turnaround plan Catalyst is considering once it acquires 

control, that competitor can use that information to acquire blocking positions to prevent Catalyst 

from implementing its plan or it can "scoop" the opportunity by acquiring the control position 

that Catalyst intended to acquire. Trading on this Confidential Information (as that term is 

defined in my affidavit dated June 26, 2014) may also be a breach of the Ontario Securities Act 

or other regulations that govern the investment industry. 

9. In these situations, the loss of confidential information can cause significant harm to 

Catalyst, as explained in greater detail below. 

10. The defendant Brandon Moyse ("Moyse") is a former employee of Catalyst, Moyse 

worked at Catalyst as an investment analyst from November 1,2012 until June 22,2014. 

11. The defendant West Face Capital Inc. ("West Face") is a competitor to Catalyst. Like 

Catalyst, West Face investigates and invests in Canadian "special situations for control" 

opportunities. 

Moyse Resigns, Breaches his Employment Agreement 

12. As one of two investment analysts at Catalyst, Moyse was primarily responsible for 

analysing new investment opportunities of distressed and/or under-valued situations where 

Catalyst could invest for control or influence. 
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13. Moyse's employment agreement with Catalyst included non-competition, non-solicitation 

and confidential information covenants (together, the "Restrictive Covenants"). In particular, the 

non-competition covenant prohibited Moyse from working in Ontario for a competitor of 

Catalyst for a period of six months following termination of his employment with Catalyst if 

Moyse resigned. 

14. On Saturday May 24, 2014, Moyse gave Catalyst thirty days' notice of his intention to 

resign from the firm. On May 26, 2014, Moyse informed me that he had accepted a job at West 

Face. I understood from Moyse that he intended to begin working at West Face immediately 

after the thirty-day notice period expired, notwithstanding the clear terms of his Employment 

Agreement, which prohibited him from doing so. 

15. Catalyst was troubled by the fact that Moyse intended to breach the Restrictive 

Covenants and it arranged for Moyse to work from home for the remainder of his thirty-day 

notice period. 

16. Before he gave notice, Moyse had been working extensively on a particular opportunity 

in the telecommunications industry that Catalyst had been considering for several years. Catalyst 

was actively investigating the potential purchase of Wind Mobile, one of the Canadian wireless 

telecommunications industry's few "independent" wireless carriers. Before he resigned from 

Catalyst, Moyse was part of Catalyst's due diligence team for the Wind Mobile situation, which 

was known internally by the codename "Project Turbine". 

17. The unique plans Catalyst was considering to execute were highly confidential to it. 

Among other things, Catalyst was thoroughly considering the regulatory risk of attempting to 

purchase a business that is heavily regulated by Industry Canada and the Canadian Radio-
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Television and Telecommunications Commission ("CRTC"), Catalyst's analysis of that risk was 

one of the issues actively reviewed by Catalyst while Moyse was part of the Project Turbine 

review team. 

18. By choosing to leave Catalyst for West Face, which is located in Toronto, Moyse chose 

to transfer to one of the investment firms in Canada that falls within the scope of the non

competition covenant. 

19. Catalyst was very concerned about West Face's reasons for hiring Moyse when it knew, 

or ought to have known, of the Restrictive Covenants in Moyse's employment agreement with 

Catalyst. If Moyse were to disclose Catalyst's plans for Wind Mobile to West Face, West Face 

would be able to interfere with those plans by, among other things, scooping the opportunity, 

thereby causing immeasurable damage to Catalyst's good will and investment losses that will be 

almost impossible to quantify given the many possible outcomes of any given investment. 

The Defendants Refused to Respect the Restrictive Covenants 

20. Between May 30 and June 19, 2014, Catalyst's outside counsel, Rocchhho Di Pucchio 

("Di Pucchio"), exchanged correspondence with Jeff Hopkins ("Hopkins"), Moyse's counsel, 

and Adrian Miedema ("Miedema"), West Face's outside counsel, in which Catalyst expressed its 

concerns over potential misuse by Moyse and West Face of Catalyst's confidential information. 

21. By June 19, 2014, the parties were at an impasse. West Face and Moyse had offered 

empty reassurances that they were aware of and would respect Catalyst's confidentiality 

interests, but they refused to respect the terms of the non-competition covenant. Hopkins 
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informed Di Pucchio that Moyse intended to commence employment at West Face on Monday, 

June 23,2014. 

22. Having exhausted all efforts to resolve the situation without resort to litigation, by email 

dated June 19, 2014 (attached as Exhibit "D"), Di Pucchio informed Hopkins and Miedema that 

Catalyst had instructed him to commence legal proceedings against West Face and Moyse, which 

would include seeking injunctive relief to enforce the Restrictive Covenants. Di Pucchio wrote, 

I will try to get our materials to you and to Mr. Miedema forthwith, 
but in the event that we cannot get the matter heard before next 
Monday, we trust that no steps will be taken by each of your 
clients to alter the existing status quo prior to the matter being 
heard by the Court. 

23. By letter dated June 19, 2014, Miedema responded to Di Pucchio's email. Miedema 

wrote that Moyse has contractually agreed with West Face to maintain "strict confidentiality" 

over all confidential information obtained by him in the course of his employment with Catalyst, 

and that both Moyse and West Face take that obligation seriously. Miedema also wrote, "Your 

client has not provided any evidence that Mr. Moyse has breached any of his confidentiality 

obligations to Catalyst." Attached as Exhibit "E" is a copy of Miedema's letter to Di Pucchio 

dated June 19,2014. 

Catalyst Learns Moyse Gave its Confidential Information to West Face 

24. Left with no other option, Catalyst began preparing for an action against Moyse and West 

Face and brought a motion for urgent interim and interlocutory relief to enforce the Restrictive 

Covenants. 
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25, Catalyst retained Martin Musters ("Musters"), a forensic IT expert, to conduct a forensic 

analysis of Moyse's workplace computer. Musters' findings are explained in detail in my June 

26, 2014 affidavit and in an affidavit sworn by Musters on that date. Briefly stated, Musters 

analysis of Moyse's computer revealed: 

(a) On March 28, 2014, between 6:28 p.m. and 6:39 p.m., shortly after Moyse met 

with Dea, Moyse reviewed Catalyst's letters to investors in ttie Catalyst Fund 

Limited Partnership II ("Fund II") sent between 2006 and 2011 (the "Investor 

Letters"). In the Investor Letters, Catalyst reported to our investors on events that 

transpired with respect to Fund IPs investments. The Investor Letters also 

contained forward-looking statements. The time period for which Moyse was 

reviewing the Investor Letters relates to activity on Catalyst's Stelco investment, 

which was no longer active and in which Catalyst and West Face were in direct 

competition. Moyse accessed these files outside of regular office hours at 

Catalyst. Moreover, eleven minutes is insufficient time to read these letters. 

(b) On April 25, 2014, over a 75-minute period, Moyse reviewed dozens of files 

related to Catalyst's investment in Stelco. There was no legitimate business 

reason why Moyse would review those documents. Moreover, 75 minutes was an 

insufficient amount of time to read all of the material Moyse was accessing. 

(c) On the evening of May 13, 2014, Moyse accessed several files relating to Project 

Turbine between 8:39 p.m. and 9:03 p.m. As on the other occasions described 

above, this was an insufficient amount of time for Moyse to read the documents 

he was accessing. 
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(d) According to Musters, Moyse's conduct between March 27 and May 26, 2014, 

was consistent with uploading confidential Catalyst documents from Catalyst's 

server (which Catalyst controls) to Moyse's personal accounts with two Internet-

based file storage services, "Dropbox" and "Box", which Catalyst does not 

control and cannot access. 

(e) Over the course of his employment at Catalyst, Moyse regularly emailed 

Catalyst's Confidential Information to his personal email accounts. There was no 

legitimate business reason for Moyse to do this, as Catalyst has a secure virtual 

private network that enables remote access to its servers. 

26. Musters later analyzed the Blackberry smartphone Moyse used while he was employed at 

Catalyst, which belonged to Catalyst. Musters' analysis revealed that on June 18, 2014, prior to 

returning the Blackberry to Catalyst, Moyse "wiped" all of the data from his Blackberry such 

that it was incapable of being recovered through forensic analysis. 

27. On July 7, 2014, Moyse and West Face filed responding records in Catalyst's motion for 

injunctive relief. In their records, for the first time, and without prior notice to Catalyst, Moyse 

and West Face confirmed that Moyse had transferred Catalyst's Confidential Information to 

West Face prior to giving notice of his intent to resign. 

28. West Face attached the Confidential Information to its responding motion record and 

filed it in open court without notice to Catalyst, Catalyst later learned that this confidential 

information had been circulated to all of the partners and to a senior manager of West Face by 

Thomas Dea ("Dea"), the West Face partner who was primarily responsible for hiring Moyse. 

27
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29. In his responding affidavit, Moyse made the following statement concerning his conduct 

and the merits of Catalyst's action and its motion for interlocutory relief: 

Furthermore, there is no basis to order a forensic review of my 
personal computer equipment and accounts, which is requested 
only as a fishing expedition. Despite retaining an expert to 
forensically examine my Catalyst computer, Catalyst was unable to 
provide any actual evidence that I transferred any confidential 
information to my personal equipment or accounts. 

30. As explained below, this statement appears to have been intended to deceive the Court, as 

at this point Moyse knew or ought to have known that in fact he had retained hundreds of 

Catalyst documents on his personal devices after he resigned and started to work for West Face. 

The Preservation Undertaking and the Interim Relief Order 

31. On June 30, 2014, the parties' counsel attended Motion Scheduling Court to schedule 

Catalyst's motion for urgent interim relief. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "F" is a copy of 

Justice Him el's endorsement dated June 30, 2014 from that attendance. In her endorsement, 

Justice Himel records that Andy Pushalik of Dentons LLP, counsel for West Face and speaking 

for Moyse, agreed to preserve the status quo regarding documents, etc. The specific language of 

the undertaking is attached to the endorsement: 

Defendants' counsel agree to preserve the status quo with respect 
to relevant documents in the defendants' power, possession or 
control. 

32. Catalyst's motion for interim relief was on July 16, 2014. On that date, the parties 

consented to interim terms, which were incorporated into an Order of Justice Firestone (the 

"Interim Relief Order"). The Interim Relief Order is attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "G". 

Among other things, pursuant to the Interim Relief Order: 
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(a) Pending a determination of an interlocutory injunction, Moyse was enjoined from 

misusing or disclosing any and all confidential and/or proprietary information of 

Catalyst, including all confidential information and/or proprietary information 

provided to Catalyst by third parties; 

(b) Pending a determination of an interlocutory injunction, Moyse was enjoined from 

engaging in activities competitive to Catalyst and was to fully comply with the 

restrictive covenants set forth in his employment agreement with Catalyst; 

(c) Moyse and West Face, and its employees, directors and officers, were to preserve 

and maintain all records in their possession, power or control, whether electronic 

or otherwise, that relate to Catalyst, and/or relate to their activities since March 

24, 2014, and /or relate to or are relevant to any of the matters raised in this 

action, except as otherwise agreed by Catalyst; 

(d) Moyse was to turn over any personal computer and electronic devices owned by 

him or within his power or control (the "Devices") to his legal counsel for the 

taking of a forensic image of die data stored on the Devices (the "Images"), to be 

conducted by a professional firm as agreed to by the parties; 

(e) The Images were to be held in trust by Moyse's counsel pending the outcome of 

the interlocutory motion; and 

(f) Prior to the return of the interlocutory motion, Moyse was to deliver a sworn 

affidavit of documents to Catalyst, including copies of Schedule "A" documents, 

setting out all documents in his power, possession or control, that relate to his 
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employment at Catalyst. Moyse was also to disclose whether any of the 

documents had been disclosed to third parties, including West Face, and the 

details of any such disclosure. 

The Image is Created on July 21,2014 

33. After the parties consented to the Interim Relief Order, by emails dated July 16 and 17, 

2014, Hopkins and Andrew Winton ("Winton"), outside counsel for Catalyst, agreed to retain 

Harold Burt-Gerrans of H&A eDiscovery ("H&A") to create the Images. Attached to this 

affidavit as Exhibit "H" is a copy of the email correspondence between Hopkins and Winton 

dated July 16 and 17, 2014. 

34. By email dated July 17, 2014, Hopkins forwarded a draft engagement letter from H&A to 

outside counsel for Catalyst and West Face. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "I" is a copy of 

Hopkins' email of July 17, 2014, with the attached draft engagement letter. In his cover email, 

Hopkins wrote: 

The imaging can ber-conducted (and^H assume completed) on 
Monday, July 21. Given the need to complete the imaging prior to 
Mr. Moyse reviewing any Catalyst documents on his computer 
devices, we cannot commit to delivering the [affidavit of 
documents] on Tuesday, July 22. However, we should be able to 
deliver the [affidavit of documents] on the 23rd. 

35. By email correspondence exchanged on Friday, July 18, 2014, counsel for Catalyst and 

Moyse agreed to amend the terms of H&A's engagement. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 

"J1' is a copy of the July 18, 2014 email correspondence between counsel. 
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36, After the parties agreed to terms, by email dated July 18, 2014, Hopkins forwarded a 

summary of the changes to H&A. Hopkins' email is attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "K". In 

his email. Hopkins wrote: 

Mr, Moyse has confirmed he will be at our office by 10:00 am 
Monday with his three computer devices. 

37. Hopkins' July 18, 2014 email to H&A included copies of his earlier correspondence with 

H&A. In that earlier correspondence, H&A informed Hopkins that it could create the Images on 

Friday, July 18 or Monday, July 21, 2014. Hopkins scheduled the Images to be created at his 

firm's office on July 21. 

38. By email dated July 18, 2014, Hopkins forwarded a signed engagement letter with H&A. 

That email and the attached engagement letter are attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "L'\ 

39. By email dated July 22, 2014, Hopldns forwarded a report from H&A on its creation of 

the Images. The report confirmed that the Images were created on Monday, July 21, 2014. 

Hopldns' July 22, 2014 email is attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "M". 

Moyse Delivers Affidavits of Documents Disclosing Hundreds of Catalyst Documents 

40. Pursuant to the Interim Relief Order, on July 22, 2014, Moyse swore an affidavit of 

documents which purported to disclose all of the documents belonging to Catalyst in his power, 

possession or control. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "N" is a copy of a cover letter from 

Hopldns dated July 22, 2014 and the enclosed affidavit of documents sworn by Moyse. 

41. Despite having previously sworn an affidavit in which he attempted to suggest that he did 

not have any of Catalyst's proprietary or confidential information on his personal devices, the 
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July 22, 2014 affidavit of documents revealed that in fact there were hundreds of such documents 

in his power, possession or control. 

42. As explained in my July 28, 2014 affidavit, Zach Michaud, a Catalyst employee, and I 

reviewed Moyse's affidavit of documents and we were able to identity approximately 250 

confidential documents belonging to Catalyst in Moyse's possession. 

West Face did not Require Moyse's Services in June/July 2014 

43. On July 31, 2014, Moyse was cross-examined by Di Puechio. During his cross-

examination, Moyse admitted that for the first two weeks he was employed by West Face, he did 

not do any work, after West Face and Moyse had previously refused to postpone his employment 

at West Face to let the parties attempt to negotiate a resolution of their dispute. 

West Face Purchases Wind Mobile Immediately after Catalyst's Negotiations Fail 

44. In July and August 2014, Catalyst was negotiating with Vimpelcom Ltd. ("Vimpelcom") 

for the potential purchase of Wind Mobile. During this period, Catalyst had exclusive negotiating 

rights (the "Exclusivity Period"). 

45. During the Exclusivity Period, Catalyst and Vimpelcom were able to negotiate almost all 

of the terms of the potential sale of Wind Mobile to Catalyst. The only point over which the 

parties could not agree was regulatory approval risk - Catalyst wanted to ensure that its purchase 

was conditional on receiving certain regulatory concessions ifom Industry Canada, but 

Vimpelcom would not agree to the conditions Catalyst sought. 
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46. The Exclusivity Period expired in mid-August 2014. Very shortly thereafter, Catalyst 

learned that a syndicate of investors led by West Face (the "Consortium") was negotiating with 

Vimpelcom to purchase Wind, Ultimately, the Consortium purchased Wind from Vimpeleom on 

what I believe were essentially the same terms as Catalyst had proposed, with the one exception 

that the Consortium waived the regulatory conditions Catalyst had been seeking. 

47. I believe that Moyse may have communicated Catalyst's Confidential Information 

concerning its negotiation plans and concerns to West Face, based on the following facts: 

(a) Moyse was working on Catalyst's Wind project prior to his resignation from 

Catalyst; 

(b) West Face insisted on rushing ahead with Moyse's employment on June 23, 2014, 

even though it had no legitimate immediate use for his services; 

(c) The Consortium led by West Face was able to negotiate a deal with Vimpelcom 

very shortly after the Exclusivity Period ended by agreeing to the one term that 

Catalyst had been concerned about from the outset of its review of the Wind 

Mobile situation; 

(d) If West Face had been starting from scratch, without the benefit of inside 

information, it would not have been able to negotiate a deal with Vimpelcom that 

easily; 

(e) In Musters' opinion, Moyse's conduct is consistent with the pattern of employees 

who take confidential information from their former employer when they depart 

to immediately begin working for a competitor; and 
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(f) As explained in greater detail below, Moyse breached the Interim Relief Order by 

using a software "scrubber" to permanently delete files and/or folders from his 

personal computer the night before the Images were created. 

The Interlocutory Order 

48. The parties argued Catalyst's motion for interlocutory relief on October 27, 2014. On 

November 10, 2014, Justice Lederer released reasons for decision in which he granted Catalyst 

the interlocutory relief it sought. In particular: 

(a) Moyse was enjoined from working at West Face until his six-month non

competition covenant expired on December 22, 2014; and 

(b) The Court ordered that an ISS was to review the Images created on July 21, 2014 

to determine if Moyse had taken any Catalyst Confidential Information and/or had 

communicated any Catalyst Confidential Information to West Face. 

49. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "O" is a copy of Justice Lederer's reasons for 

decision dated November 10, 2014. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "P" is a copy of the 

Order of Justice Lederer dated November 10,2014 (the "Interlocutory Order"). 

50. Moyse and West Face have sought leave to appeal the Interlocutory Order. Their motions 

for leave to appeal has not yet been determined by the Court. 

The ISS Process 

51. Pursuant to the Interlocutory Order, Stockwoods LLP was retained to act as the ISS. 

Between November 10 and December 16, 2014, the parties negotiated a document review 
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protocol ("DRP") to govern the ISS's review of the Images. The DRP executed by counsel for 

the parties is attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "Q". 

52. Among other things, pursuant to the DRP: 

(a) Catalyst provided the ISS with a list of search terms to use to help identify 

potential documents containing Catalyst's Confidential Information; 

(b) Moyse had five business days to object to the use of a search term by the ISS; 

(c) Subject to further order of the Court or the agreement of the parties, the ISS was 

not to provide Catalyst or its counsel with access to the Images or any work 

product generated during the ISS's review of the Images; 

(d) The ISS shall provide a draft report to Catalyst and Moyse. Moyse then had ten 

business days to object to the inclusion of a document or documents referred to in 

the draft report; and 

(e) If Catalyst believes that a document has been improperly excluded from the final 

report, it may bring a motion for production of that document. 

53. By email dated December 23, 2014, Brendan van Neijenhuis of Stockwoods LLP ("van 

Neijenhuis") shared with counsel for Catalyst and Moyse the results of an initial report from the 

ISS's forensic expert as to the results of the search terms proposed by Catalyst. Van Neijenhuis's 

email Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "R" is a copy of Van Neijenhuis' email dated 

December 23, 2014 and the attached search results. 
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54. The search results indicated that there was a significant number of "hits" for several 

search terms proposed by Catalyst that are unique to the Wind Mobile situation. Examples 

include: 

(a) Wind: 26,118 hits; 

(b) Turbine: 756 hits; 

(c) Spectrum: 3852 hits; 

(d) MHZ: 5885 hits; 

(e) Ministry of Industry: 105 hits; and 

(f) Industry Canada: 80 hits. 

55. In addition, these results indicated there were 132 hits on Moyse's personal computer for 

the term "Callidus". Callidus Capital Corporation ("Callidus") is a publicly-traded company in 

which investment funds managed by Catalyst now own a 60 per cent interest. Prior to April 

2014, when Callidus completed an initial public offering, Callidus was wholly owned by 

investment funds managed byh Catalyst. 

56. During his employment at Catalyst, Moyse had no involvement with the operations of 

Callidus, so it was very suspicious that he would have any hits relating to Callidus on his 

personal computer. 

57. Based on these hit results, and other activity by West Face concerning Callidus that is 

explained in greater detail below, by email dated January 8, 2015, Catalyst submitted additional 

search terms relating specifically to Callidus to the ISS. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "S" 
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is a redacted copy of the email from Winton to Van Neijenhuis dated January 8, 2015 asking for 

the additional search terms to be included in the ISS's review. 

58. The ISS released its draft report (the "Draft Report") on February 1, 2015 and its final 

report (the "ISS Report") on February 17, 2015. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "T" is a 

copy of the ISS Report, without the appendices referred to therein. 

59. The ISS listed hundreds of documents that it reviewed from the Images that it classified 

as containing Catalyst's Confidential Information. However, the ISS only identified a relatively 

small number of documents that were not already disclosed in Moyse's July 22,2014 affidavit of 

documents. Based on my review of the ISS Report, it is my belief that the ISS did not disclose 

more documents because it made mistaken assumptions as to certain facts. The potential errors 

by the ISS concern Wind Mobile, Mobilicity and Callidus, 

60. With respect to Wind Mobile, as explained above, the search terms indicated that there 

were hundreds of "hits" for many Wind-related search terms, such as "Turbine" and "Spectrum". 

While a word such as "wind" may have many contexts, there are many fewer contexts for a word 

such as "Turbine", which was Catalyst's codename for the Wind Mobile situation. I believe that 

the ISS must have inadvertently omitted relevant documents from the ISS Report based on a 

misunderstanding as to the origins of certain documents that were responsive to the search terms 

provided by Catalyst. 

61. Mobilicity is another wireless telecommunications situation that both Catalyst and Wind 

are heavily involved with. Mobilicity is currently in CCAA proceedings. While he was employed 

at Catalyst, Moyse had some involvement with the Mobilicity situation. The search term results 

for his personal computer revealed a significant number of "hits" for Mobil icity-related terms 
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such as Mobilicity (765 hits), DAVE (2216 hits) and Data & Audio-Visual (36 hits). Again, it is 

likely that the ISS erred in excluding all of the documents that were responsive to these terms, as 

Catalyst has generated thousands of documents related to the Mobility situation. 

62. With respect to Callidus, the ISS Report states that it found five documents that were 

solely responsive to the additional Callidus-related search terms submitted on January 8, 2015, 

but the ISS determined that none of the documents contained Catalyst's Confidential 

Information. This classification appears to be based on a misunderstanding as to the relationship 

between Callidus and Catalyst, as potentially any document in Moyse's possession that was 

responsive to the additional search terms by its nature very likely contained Catalyst's 

Confidential Information. 

63. On February 12, 2015, the ISS and counsel for Catalyst and Moyse participated in a 

conference call to discuss Catalyst's concerns that its confidential information was potentially 

mistakenly omitted from the Draft Report. Minutes of that conference call taken by the ISS are 

attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "U". 

64. As recorded in the minutes, during the call, Winton, on behalf of Catalyst, asked the ISS 

four questions: 

(a) The additional search terms that were supplied on January 8, 2015 apparently 

yielded only five independent documents for review by the ISS. Winton proposed 

to ask the ISS to indicate which specific terms yielded those results. Depending 

on which terms generated those "hits", Catalyst may or may not continue to have 

a concern that an error occurred in the evaluation having regard to the uniqueness 

of the terms, particularly with regard to "Callidus" and associated terms; 
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(b) Catalyst proposed that the ISS also advise about the total number of hits which 

would have resulted, had the second set of terms been run without regard to de-

duplicating previously-produced items (i.e., items produced as a result of raising a 

'hit' under the original set of search terms supplied in December 2014); 

(c) Catalyst expressed the concern that the number of hits associated with Wind 

Mobile and directly related search terms such as "Turbine" exceeded the actual 

number of documents identified in the search process by a very wide margin. 

Winton proposed that ISS should provide an explanation, if possible, for the 

divergence between the number of "hits" and the ultimate number of documents 

found and identified in the report; and 

(d) Catalyst expressed the same concern with respect to hits associated to Mobilicity 

and directly-related search terms, asking again for an explanation as to the large 

difference between the raw hit-count identified in the initial results and the 

ultimate number of documents identified. 

65. By email dated February 12, 2015, in response to Catalyst's questions, Moyse's counsel 

objected to letting the ISS answer the questions and insisted that Catalyst had to bring a motion if 

it wanted its questions answered. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "V" is a copy of the email 

from Hopkins to Winton sent February 12, 2015. 

66. Catalyst's position is simple: if Moyse had Wind Mobile or Mobilicity documents on his 

personal computer, those documents either originally belonged to Catalyst or they belonged to 

West Face. In either case, possession of those documents prejudices Catalyst: 
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(a) If the documents belonged to Catalyst, then it is possible that Moyse shared those 

documents with West Face but covered up his actions by deleting files from his 

computer, as described below; or 

(b) If the documents belonged to West Face, then West Face and Moyse breached the 

"ethical wall" that West Face purported to erect on .Tune 19, 2014 to prevent 

Moyse from participating in West Face's involvement in the Wind Mobile and 

Mobilicity situations. 

Moyse Scrubbed Data from bis Computer Before the Images were Created 

67. The Draft Report was not restricted to listing documents reviewed by the ISS that it 

classified as containing Catalyst's Confidential Information. Paragraphs 44 to 48 of the ISS 

Report reveal that: 

(a) On Wednesday, July 16, 2014, an email message was sent to Moyse's Hotmail 

account. The email constituted a receipt and license key for a software product 

entitled "Advanced System Optimizier 3 [Special Edition]"; 

(b) Based on the creation date of associated folders, the forensic IT expert assisting 

the ISS was able to determine that Advanced System Optimizer 3 was installed on 

Moyse's personal computer on July 16, 2014 at 8:53 a.m.; 

(c) On July 20, 2014, at 8:09 p.m., a folder entitled "Secure Delete" was created on 

Moyse's personal computer; 
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(d) Due to the military-grade nature of the Secure Delete tool, the ISS's forensic 

expert was unable to determine what files were deleted on June 20,2014. 

68. I have reviewed the affidavit sworn by Musters on February 15, 2015, in which Musters 

confirms that the creation of the "Secure Delete" folder on Moyse's computer on July 20, 2014 

at 8; 09 p.m. can only result from the operation of the Secure Delete program. 

69. Based on the correspondence attached to this affidavit which indicated that Moyse 

retained possession of his personal computer between July 16 and July 21, 2014, it is my belief 

that Moyse ran a military-grade software deletion program to hide evidence that he shared 

Catalyst's Confidential Information with West Face. I cannot think of any other reason why 

Moyse, whom I know to be an intelligent man, would knowingly breach a Court Order requiring 

him to preserve evidence. 

The Callidus Report 

70. While the ISS process was ongoing, West Face engaged in other conduct that I believe 

was intended to harm Catalyst by defaming Callidus. 

71. In November 2014, West Face began a "whisper campaign" in which it suggested to 

other market participants that Callidus' loan book was not as strong as disclosed in its publicly 

fried information. Beginning in mid-November 2014, around the same time West Face 

commenced its whisper campaign, Callidus' share price began a rapid decline. 

72. In December 2014, Callidus learned that West Face had prepared a research report on 

Callidus that it was circulated to market participants. By letter dated December 15, 2014, David 

Hausman ("Hausman"), Callidus' outside counsel, wrote to Greg Boland of West Face to seek 
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confirmation that a West Face report on Callidus exists and if so, to request a copy of that report. 

Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "W" is a copy of Hausman's letter dated December 15, 

2014. 

73. West Face did not reply to Hausman's letter. By letter dated December 24, 2014, attached 

to this affidavit as Exhibit "X". Hausman repeated his request for the report. Hausman noted that 

given the report would be producible in the context of litigation, it made sense for West Face to 

produce the report at that time so as to potentially avoid litigation. 

74. By letter dated January 6,2015, attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "Y", Matthew Milne-

Smith ("Milne-Smith"), outside counsel for West Face, responded to Hausman's December 24 

letter. 

75. Among other things, Milne-Smith wrote: 

(a) "West Face is confident in the accuracy of its investment research"; 

(b) "It does not discuss companies with third parties without extensive research to 

supports its analysis"; and 

(c) Should Callidus commence defamation proceedings against West Face, West 

Face will vigorously defend itself in its Statement of Defence and demonstrate 

the truth of any statements that it has made about Callidus". [Emphasis 

added.] 

76. By letter dated January 13, 2015, attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "Z", Di Pucchio 

responded to Milne-Smith on behalf of Callidus. Di Pucchio thanked Milne-Smith for 
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confirming that West Face prepared a report on Callidus that it has circulated to third parties and 

for the third time requested a copy of the report. 

77. By letter dated January 14,2015, attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "AA", Milne-Smith 

responded to Di Pucchio to "clarify" his statements from his January 6 letter by stating that he 

had neither confirmed nor denied that a report existed. Apparently Milne-Smith was only 

speaking in generalities on January 6, 

78. By letter dated January 16, 2015, attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "BB", Di Pucchio 

asked Milne-Smith to clarify whether in fact a report exists and if so, was it shared with third 

parties. For the fourth time, Callidus' outside counsel requested a copy of the report. 

79. By letter dated January 20,2015, attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "CC", Milne-Smith 

stated that West Face is "neither required nor inclined to share its research with the target of 

such research, let alone a target majority-owned by one of West Face's competitors" [emphasis 

added]. 

80. By letter dated January 26, 2015, attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "DD", Di Pucchio 

questioned why it took an exchange of several letters for West Face to finally confirm that it had 

prepared a research report on Callidus. 

81. The final letter in this exchange, dated January 28, 2015, is from Milne-Smith to Di 

Pucchio and is attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "EE". In this letter, Milne-Smith denies any 

wrongdoing by West Face and indicates that it was not appropriate for the parties to engage in 

further correspondence since the matter was now before the Court. 
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82, Catalyst has found independent evidence that a West Face report exists and was shown to 

third parties in an effort to drive down Callidus' stock price. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 

"FF" is a copy of the "Stockehase" online blog report for Callidus and for Jerome Hass, the 

author of one of the comments published by Stockchase. 

83. Mr. Hass's comment about Callidus, dated December 30, 2014, confirms that "a firm 

presented a very formidable 'Short' case recently, which is probably part of the reason for the 

selloff." I believe that Mr. Hass's comment referred to the West Face report. 

84. Catalyst is concerned that Moyse had confidential information pertaining to Callidus on 

his personal computer that he shared with West Face and which West Face used to prepare its 

research report. That is one of the reasons why Catalyst attempted to clarify with the ISS why 

Callidus-related documents were not included in the Draft Report. 

85. The correspondence with West Face's outside counsel and Moyse's objection to the 

questions Catalyst posed to the ISS are consistent with the way West Face and Moyse have dealt 

with Catalyst throughout this proceeding - first they deny that documents exist, or they admit 

documents exist but deny wrongdoing, and then they insist that Catalyst bring a motion or 

otherwise commence litigation to protect its interests. . 

Catalyst's Vulnerability to the Defendants' Unfair Competition 

86. As indicated above, based on Moyse's conduct of breaching a Court Order by deleting 

files the night before his computer was to be imaged, I believe that Moyse destroyed evidence of 

serious wrongdoing. 
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87. I have already stated in my affidavit sworn June 26, 2014 how Catalyst is vulnerable to 

unfair competition by West Face. That vulnerability was borne out by West Face's apparent 

"scooping" of Wind Mobile, possibly through the use of Catalyst's Confidential Information. 

88. If West Face was able to succeed in its negotiations with Vimpelcom through the 

wrongful use of Catalyst's Confidential Information, monetary damages will not give Catalyst an 

appropriate or adequate remedy. For this reason, Catalyst has amended its claim to seek a 

constructive trust over West Face's interest in Wind Mobile. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 

"GG" is a copy of Catalyst's Amended Amended Statement of Claim dated December 16, 2014. 

89. In the interim, West Face continues to own a significant interest in Wind Mobile. 

Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "HH" is a flowchart setting out the various beneficial 

interests in Wind Mobile owned by the Consortium members. This chart indicates that West 

Face controls 35 per cent of Wind Mobile and constitutes the largest of the four beneficial owner 

groups. 

90. As the largest of the four shareholder groups, West Face can use its voting interest in 

Wind Mobile to harm Catalyst's long-term interest in Wind Mobile. Catalyst has a claim for a 

constructive trust over West Face's interest. In order to protect Catalyst's contingent interest in 

Wind Mobile, Catalyst seeks an order restraining West Face from participating in the operations 

of Wind Mobile pending the resolution of this action. 

The Need to Conduct a Forensic Review of West Face's Computers and Electronic Devices 

91. A forensic review of any computers or personal electronic devices such as smartphones 

or tablet computers owned by West Face or its partners will reveal whether Moyse in fact 
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communicated Catalyst's Confidential Information to West Face and what use West Face made 

of such information. Given Moyse's conduct of scrubbing his personal computer the night before 

he knew a forensic image was being made of that computer, after he had already consented to a 

preservation order, Catalyst has no other means of ascertaining this information. 

92. In light of (a) the suspicious nature of his actions to date, which only came to light 

because of Catalyst's forensic review of Moyse's hard drive; and (b) the fact that on June 19, the 

Defendants refused to agree to maintain the status quo pending the determination of Catalyst's 

motion for injunctive relief because Catalyst had not provided e vidence that Moyse had breached 

his confidentiality undertakings to Catalyst, I have no confidence that Moyse will disclose this 

information honestly and forthrightly. 

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of 
Toronto, in the Province of Ontario on 

Commissioner for Taking 
Affidavits, etc. 

ANDREW WINTON 
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No. P. Q. Category 

14. 125- 544- Undertaking 
126 548 

15. 127 554- Undertaking 
556 

16. 127- 557 Advisement 
128 

17. 130- 574- Undertaking 
131 576 

18. 163- 745- Advisement 
164 747 

19. 173 794 Refusal 

20. 175- 800- Refusal 
176 803 

--

-4-

Question 

Further to ADV 12 and 13, to make 
inquiries and provide Catalyst's 
understanding whether the transaction 
was conditional upon VimpeiCom board 
approval. If any VimpeiCom approval had 
been communicated, to provide evidence 
of it. 

To advise whether VimpeiCom ever 
asked for a break fee. 

Further to UT 15, if VimpeiCom did ask for 
a break fee, to provide its precise terms 
and whether Catalyst agreed to it. 

To advise whether Catalyst ever 
considered a strategy to engage in a two-
part structure to the transaction whereby 
VimpeiCom only transferred nonvoting 
shares at the first stage of the transaction. 
If so, to provide evidence of ever having 
done so. 

To provide any correspondence between 
Veritas and Catalyst, or anybody on 
behalf of Catalyst, listing the number of 
misstatements in the report entitled 
"Accounting Alerts! Callidus Capital 
Corporation" dated April 16, 2015. 

To advise which loans are currently on the 
watch list. 

To advise which two loans have negative 
value at risk and how much money was 
owed by borrowers on the watch list. 

Answer 

The transaction was conditional upon 
VimpeiCom board approval. Board approval 
was not formally communicated to Catalyst, but 
was assumed given that VimpeiCom had 
drafted and circulated to Catalyst the press 
release attached at Tab 9-B. 

The parties never negotiated a break fee. 

N/A 

A two-part structure to the transaction was 
considered but not pursued. 

Attached at Tab 18 is a letter to Veritas from 
Catalyst's outside counsel dated April 24, 2015. 

Refusal maintained. This is material, non-public 
information. 

Refusal maintained. This is material, non-public 
information. 

c 
-1 en 
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COURT OF APPEAL FOR ONTARIO 

DATE: 20170927 
DOCKET: C62655 

Rouleau J.A. (In Chambers) 

BETWEEN 

The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. 

Plaintiff (Appellant) 

and 

Brandon Moyse and West Face Capital Inc. 

Defendants (Respondents) 

Rocco DiPucchio, Brian Greenspan and David Moore, for the appellant 

Kent Thomson and Matthew Milne-Smith, for the respondent West Face Capital 
Inc. 

Robert A. Centa, Kris Borg-Olivier and Denise M. Cooney, for the respondent 
Brandon Moyse 

Heard: September 25, 2017 

On appeal from the judgment of Justice F. Newbould of the Superior of Justice, 
dated August 18, 2016. 

ENDORSEMENT 

[1] Mr. Greenspan for the appellant advised the parties and the court that he is 

seeking to adjourn the matter now scheduled to be heard starting tomorrow. He 

advises that on Thursday last, he was provided with information that requires 

immediate investigation and may well lead to the tendering of a fresh evidence 
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application with impact on the appeal. Apparently related to this, irreconcilable 

difference between the appellant and counsel of record, Lax O'Sullivan, have 

arisen such that Lax O'Sullivan has concluded that it has no option but to seek to 

be removed as counsel of record. 

[2] The respondents oppose any adjournment as they are ready and anxious to 

proceed and are suffering some prejudice by the delay. Mr. Moyse has this cloud 

over his name and West Face is under pressure to distribute the profits it has made 

on the transaction. 

[3] In the circumstances, I consider that it would be unfair to force the appellant 

on without counsel. I therefore reluctantly agree to adjourn the appeal. In order to 

allow for the possibility of the fresh evidence requiring additional court time I will 

provide the dates of February 20, 21 and 22 for the appeal. I will remain seized of 

any issues that may arise with respect to the potential fresh evidence. Counsel are 

to inform me once it is determined if a fresh evidence application will be brought. 

If no fresh evidence will be tendered, the appeal will be scheduled for only 2 of the 

days set aside. 

[4] The appellant is to retain new counsel forthwith and the necessary notice of 

change of solicitors filed with the court. The issue of costs is left to the panel 

hearing the appeal. 
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SCC File No: 

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF CANADA 
(On Appeal from the Ontario Court of Appeal) 

B E T W E E N :  

THE CATALYST CAPITAL GROUP INC. 
Applicant 

(Appellant) 

and 

BRANDON MOYSE and WEST FACE CAPITAL INC. 
Respondents 

(Respondents) 

AFFIDAVIT OF ANDREW CARLSON 

• I, Andrew Carlson, of the City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, AFFIRM: 

1. I am a Partner with the law firm of Davies Ward Phillips & Vineberg LLP ("Davies"),. 

counsel for the Respondent, West Face Capital Inc. ("West Face"). Since January 2015, I have 

been a key member of the Davies litigation team acting on behalf of West Face in various 

proceedings involving West Face and the Applicant, The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. ("Catalyst"), 

including the action and appeal underlying these proceedings (the "Moyse Action"). As such, I 

have personal knowledge of the matters contained in this affidavit. 

2. I am swearing this affidavit in response to Catalyst's motion to extend the time limit for 

filing its application for leave to appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada from the Order of the 

Ontario Court of Appeal dated February 21, 2018, in which the Court of Appeal dismissed 

Catalyst's appeal of the trial judgment of Justice Newbould dated August 18, 2016 (the "Trial 

Judgment"). 
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A. My Efforts to Obtain the Orders of the Court of Appeal 

3. Contrary to paragraph 4 of the Affidavit of Nicholas Reinkeluers filed by Catalyst, 

Catalyst's appeal to the Court of Appeal was heard on February 20 and 21,2018 (and not February 

21 and 22, 2018). 

4. I attended (and was gowned) at the appeal hearing. Catalyst's counsel on the appeal -

Messrs. David Moore and Brian Greenspan - made oral submissions for the entire first hearing day 

(February 20), and for at least the first hour of the second hearing day (February 21). Following 

their submissions, the panel of the Court of Appeal dismissed Catalyst's appeal of the Trial 

Judgment, from the bench, and without calling on counsel for either of the Respondents to make 

oral submissions on the merits. After dismissing Catalyst's appeal of the Trial Judgment, the panel 

called on the parties' counsel to make brief oral submissions concerning Catalyst's motion for 

leave to appeal the trial costs judgment of Justice Newbould dated October 7, 2018 (the "Trial 

Costs Judgment"). At the conclusion of these submissions, the Court of Appeal reserved its 

decision solely on the motion for leave to appeal the Trial Costs Judgment. 

5. The fact of the Court of Appeal's dismissal of Catalyst's appeal of the Trial Judgment on 

February 21, 2018, from the bench, and without calling on counsel for the Respondents, was 

reported in both the National Post and The Globe and Mail that same day. A copy of the National 

Post article dated February 21, 2018, titled: "Appeal judge tosses Catalyst case against West Face 

without hearing from defence" is attached as Exhibit "A". A copy of The Globe and Mail article 

dated February 21, 2018, titled: "Court dismisses Catalyst challenge without hearing from West 

Face defence" is attached as Exhibit "B". 
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6. Both the National Post article and The Globe and Mail article attributed statements to 

Catalyst's lawyers or Catalyst itself acknowledging the Court of Appeal's decision. For example, 

the National Post article included the following statement about one of Catalyst's lawyers on the 

appeal, Brian Greenspan: "Greenspan said he wasn't surprised at the decision, because it's so rare 

for appeal courts to interfere with the decisions of trial judges". Similarly, The Globe and Mail 

article stated: 

Justice David Doherty dismissed the appeal on the second day of 
hearings Wednesday, saying that it would not be necessary to hear 
arguments from lawyers for West Face or Mr. Moyse. The 
three-member panel reserved its decision on costs. 

"We accept the conclusion of the court that the high standard to 
challenge the fact finding by the trial judge was not met," Catalyst 
said in a statement. 

' "We await the decision of the Court regarding the costs of the trial 
proceedings. Based upon the arguments made, we anticipate this 
decision will likely take into account the Court's observations 
regarding Catalyst's legitimate concern with the misuse of 
confidential information and the conduct of Mr. Moyse in the 
deletion of potentially relevant evidence." 

7. Pursuant to section 58(l)(a) of the Supreme Court Act, R.S.C., 1985, c. S-26, Catalyst was 

required to serve and file its notice of application for leave to appeal and all materials necessary for 

the application within sixty days after February 21, 2018. This period expired Monday, April 23, 

2018 (the 61st day after February 21, 2018). 

8. More than a month before this deadline, on March 22, 2018, the Court of Appeal released 

its written reasons for decisions in respect of its previous dismissal (on February 21) of Catalyst's 

appeal of the Trial Judgment. In the same written reasons, the Court of Appeal dismissed 

Catalyst's motion for leave to appeal the Trial Costs Judgment. 
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9. As far as I am aware, at no time prior to the April 23,2018 deadline for filing its application 

for leave to appeal did Catalyst or its counsel make any effort to have formal orders of the Court of 

Appeal issued and entered. Catalyst's counsel never provided us with any draft orders nor did they 

inform us of any communications with the Court of Appeal. 

10. On Friday, May 11, 2018, the Court of Appeal issued its Costs Endorsement concerning 

the costs of the appeal. For the reasons set out therein, the Court of Appeal awarded costs to West 

Face in the amount of $200,000, and costs to Mr. Moyse in the amount of $100,000 (both amounts 

inclusive of disbursements and HST). A copy of the Court of Appeal's Costs Endorsement dated 

May 11, 2018 is attached as Exhibit "C". 

11. At that point, West Face had an incentive to have the Court of Appeal's orders formally 

issued and entered so that it could enforce the cost award. 

12. On Tuesday, May 15, 2018 (two business days after the Court of Appeal released its Costs 

Endorsement), I emailed Catalyst's lawyer, David Moore, a draft order reflecting the Costs 

Endorsement. I asked him to let me know whether he had any comments, or to approve it as to 

form and content. Mr. Moore did not respond to my email of May 15, so, on Thursday, May 17, 

2018,1 re-sent him the proposed draft order within the same email thread. This time, I asked Mr. 

Moore to let us know if he had any comments by the end of the day, so that we could seek to have 

the order issued and entered. A copy of this email thread is attached as Exhibit "D". 

13. That same day (May 17, 2018), I emailed Mr. Moore draft orders regarding: (i) Catalyst's 

appeal on the merits of the Trial Judgment, and (ii) Catalyst's motion for leave to appeal the Trial 

Costs Judgment. Shortly after that, in the same email thread, I re-circulated drafts of the 

above-noted orders with some changes proposed to me by Mr. Moyse's lawyers, who had 
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responded to me in the interim. I advised Mr. Moore that Mr. Moyse's lawyers were "now signed 

off on these as to form and content", and I asked Mr. Moore whether he had any comments or 

whether he was "also signed off'. Mr. Moore emailed me back, saying: "I will get back to you 

tomorrow". Mr. Moore did not get back to me on Friday, May 18, 2018 as he had stated. For this 

reason, on Tuesday, May 22, 2018,1 emailed Mr. Moore again, re-attached to my email all three 

outstanding draft orders, and advised Mr. Moore that I intended to submit the orders to the Court of 

Appeal the next day (May 23) to be issued. I again asked him to provide me with any comments by 

the end of the day. A copy of this entire email exchange is attached as Exhibit "E". 

14. On Thursday, May 24, 2018, Mr. Moore and his colleague Kenneth Jones attended at 

Davies' offices and met with Mr. Milne-Smith and I regarding a number of outstanding issues 

between Catalyst and West Face in the various ongoing proceedings between our clients. I brought 

hard copies of the three draft orders to this meeting, and asked Mr. Moore at the meeting to advise 

whether he had any comments on them or whether he approved them as to form and content. Mr. 

Moore reviewed them in front of Mr. Milne-Smith and I, and gave us some comments, but he 

would not provide his formal approval as to form and content. Rather, he advised that he had a 

meeting with Catalyst's Chief Operating Officer, Jim Riley, scheduled for the following day (May 

25), and that he intended to seek instructions regarding tire orders from Mr. Riley at that meeting. 

15. I did not hear back from Mr. Moore following his meeting with Mr. Riley on Friday, May 

25, 2018. On Tuesday, May 29, 2018,1 emailed Mr. Moore, saying: 

Hi David, 

I am just following up on the three outstanding judgments to be 
obtained from the Ontario Court of Appeal in the Moyse Action. I 
first provided the attached drafts to you approximately two weeks 
ago, and it's now been a few days since your meeting with Mr. Riley 
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on Friday, May 25, at which you indicated that you would be 
obtaining client instructions regarding these judgments. Please take 
the few minutes necessary today to provide us with any comments 
you may have as I intend to submit these to the Court tomorrow. 

Thank you, 

-Andrew 

16. Mr. Moore did not respond to my email of May 29, 2018. 

17. I understand from Mr. Milne-Smith and verily believe that by May 30, 2018, Mr. Moore 

had communicated to Mr. Milne-Smith that Catalyst intended to seek leave to appeal the Court of 

Appeal's dismissal of the Trial Judgment, and that Mr. Moore acknowledged that Catalyst had 

missed the deadline for doing so, and therefore also intended to bring a motion to extend the 

deadline within which to commence the application for leave to appeal. On May 30, 2018, Mr. 

Milne-Smith sent an email to Mr. Moore advising him that "Catalyst's lateness in this regard is 

causing prejudice to West Face and we will rely on the passage of time in resisting your various 

motions". Mr. Milne-Smith also noted that Catalyst had provided no justification for its delay as at 

that time. A copy of Mr. Milne-Smith's email of May 30, 2018 is attached as Exhibit "F". 

18. I confirm the accuracy of Mr. Milne-Smith's statement that Catalyst had provided no 

justification for its delay as at that point. I also note that, consistent with Mr. Milne-Smith's email 

of May 30,2018, at no time before then or since did West Face waive any of its rights with respect 

to Catalyst's late filing of its application materials. 

19. By Tuesday, June 5, 2018,1 had not received any indication from Mr. Moore as to whether 

or when he would be providing us with his comments on the draft orders, which I had first 

provided on May 15 and 17,2018. For this reason, on that day, I sent Mr. Moore an email advising 

that we were "in the process of submitting the attached judgments to be issued and entered by the 
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' 

Court of Appeal". I attached to that email both clean and endorsed versions of the draft orders. On 

the back page of each of the endorsed versions of these orders, I wrote "Agreed as to form and 

content by counsel to Moyse and West Face". 

20. A copy of the email thread encompassing my email to Mr. Moore of May 29 and my 

follow-up email of June 5, 2018 is attached as Exhibit "G". 

21. That day (Tuesday, June 5), I had an agent attend at the Court of Appeal in an attempt to 

have the orders issued and entered. However, I was informed by our agent that the Court of Appeal 

staff had advised that because Catalyst's counsel had not agreed to the form and content of the 

orders, we were required to schedule a meeting at the Court in order to settle the issue. I was also 

advised that the Court staffs position was that we only needed to prepare one form of order 

encompassing the Court of Appeal's three decisions. 

22. For that reason, that evening (of June 5), Mr. Milne-Smith emailed Mr. Moore and asked 

him to provide us with his authority to execute the consent to the orders on Catalyst's behalf. Mr. 

Milne-Smith further advised that, if Mr. Moore would not do so, we would need to attend at the 

Court of Appeal, and we would seek our costs of doing so. It was only at this stage (that is, upon 

our indicating that we would need to schedule an attendance at the Court of Appeal) that Mr. 

Moore provided us with his comments on the draft orders. He did so the following day, on 

Wednesday, June 6,2018. On Thursday, June 7, 2018,1 wrote back to Mr. Moore and advised him 

that his proposed changes were acceptable to us, and that absent any "last words from anyone", I 

would be submitting them to the Court of Appeal to be issued and entered. A copy of this email 

thread is attached as Exhibit "H". 
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23. Given that I now had orders that were endorsed by all of the parties' counsel, I had our 

agent attend again at the Court of Appeal that day to have the three "fully endorsed" orders issued 

and entered. I also provided our agent with additional details regarding what had happened at the 

Court of Appeal, so that they could explain to the Court staff why three orders were appropriate. 

However, this attempt was rejected, and I was again informed that the Court staff would not issue 

and enter the orders because it was their position that the Court's decisions should be reflected in 

one formal order. All of this occurred on June 7, 2018, the day after I had finally received Mr. 

Moore's comments on the orders I had first provided to him on May 15 and 17, 2018. 

24. At some point I had a phone call with a senior staff member of the Court of Appeal to 

discuss the issue. On the call, I took the position that because the Court of Appeal's decisions were 

made on three different dates, based on three different sets of submissions, and related to three 

different issues, that it made the most sense to capture the Court of Appeal's decisions in three 

formal orders. However, the senior Court of Appeal staff member insisted that because the 

decisions all related to one file, they should be documented in one formal order. 

25. On July 4, 2018, after these exchanges with the Court of Appeal staff, I contacted Mr. 

Moore and Mr. Moyse's lawyers to advise them of the Court of Appeal's position. However, I 

pause here to note that at no time between June 7, 2018 and July 4, 2018 did Mr. Moore follow-up 

with me to ask why the orders had not yet been issued and entered. Indeed, to my knowledge 

Catalyst did nothing to obtain orders so that it could file its motion for leave to appeal to this Court. 

26. The following facts are reflected in the emails attached to the Affidavit of Nicholas 

Reinkeluers: 
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On Wednesday, July 4, 2018, I sent an email to Mr. Moore and Mr. Moyse's 

counsel: (i) advising that my attempts to have the orders issued and entered had 

been rejected; (ii) advising that the Court of Appeal insisted that we document the 

Court of Appeal's decisions in one order; (iii) attaching the draft orders we had 

previously agreed to; and (iv) attaching a new draft order that I believed "capture[d] 

everything that we had previously set out in the three different forms of judgment". 

Mr. Moyse's lawyers responded to me that day (July 4) and advised that I could 

endorse the new form of order on their behalf. Again, however, Mr. Moore did not 

respond. 

On Friday, July 6, 2018,1 sent a further email to Mr. Moore asking him if he could 

"take a quick look" and "give me [his] endorsement]" that day. He did not do so. 

On Thursday, July 12, 2018, Mr. Milne-Smith informed me that he had spoken to 

Mr. Moore and he asked me to re-send a copy of the draft order to Mr. Moore. I did 

so. At that point, Mr. Moore responded to me, saying that he would "review and 

respond forthwith". 

Later that same evening (July 12), Mr. Moore responded to my email with his 

comments on the proposed draft order, but he forgot to attach his marked-up 

version of the order. 

On Friday, July 13,2018,1 asked Mr. Moore to re-send his email with his mark-up 

attached, and he did so - nine days after I had provided the draft order. Mr. Moore's 

only proposed changes were to the date in the top right corner of the order - he 
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wanted to ensure that the order reflected the three different dates on which the three 

different decisions were made. I responded to Mr. Moore's email, advising that I 

had never seen that approach taken but that I was "happy to try it on with the Court 

staff'. Mr. Moyse's lawyers immediately responded saying that they had no 

objection to Mr. Moore's approach. 

As reflected in my last email of July 13, I sent an agent to the Court to have the 

single order issued and entered by noon that day. 

Approximately two weeks later, on Wednesday, July 25, 2018, the Court of Appeal 

contacted me and advised me that the single order we had submitted on July 13, 

2018 needed to be split into two formal orders, and that a few additional 

non-substantive changes needed to be made. 

I managed to speak with the senior member of the Court staff on the morning of 

Friday, July 27, 2018.1 told her of the history of my dealings with the Court staff, 

and that I continued to view multiple orders to be appropriate in the circumstances, 

although in all of the parties' view, in the circumstances three orders was more 

appropriate than two. I sent an email to Mr. Moore and Mr. Moyse's counsel 

summarizing that call within a few minutes of it ending. 

Later that morning (July 27), I circulated three new draft orders that included the 

"aesthetic" changes required by the Court of Appeal. 
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(k) Ultimately, the parties exchanged further emails on Tuesday, July 31, 2018, in 

which Mr. Moore agreed with the form of the three orders I had circulated the week 

before. 

27. I submitted the orders to the Court of Appeal on Wednesday, August 1, 2018. 

28. On the morning of Thursday, August 2,2018,1 had a final telephone call with two different 

staff members of the Court of Appeal. Ultimately, they agreed to issue and enter the orders in the 

form that I had submitted on August 1, 2018. They did so that day. 

29. In sum, obtaining the issued and entered orders from the Court of Appeal was primarily an 

effort undertaken by me, with little independent effort made by Catalyst's counsel of which I am 

aware. Moreover, rather than responding to my emails in a timely manner, Mr. Moore was 

generally slow to respond, on occasion missed his own timing commitments to respond, and 

necessitated repeated follow-up from me in order to get a response. Mr. Moyse's counsel, on the 

other hand, generally responded to my emails and requests for comment on the draft orders on a 

same-day basis. 

30. In light of the above, while I agree with the statement in paragraph 8 of the Affidavit of Mr. 

Reinkeluers that "difficulties were encomitered in arriving at a foim of order that was satisfactory 

for issuance by the staff responsible at the Court of Appeal", I disagree with the statement in 

paragraph 10 that "it was not possible before [August 2, 2018] to obtain the issued and entered 

orders". Indeed, as set out above, I did not even attempt to submit the draft orders to the Court of 

Appeal until June 5, 2018, more than six weeks after Catalyst's April 23, 2018 deadline. As the 

person who made most of the effort to have the orders of the Court of Appeal issued and entered, I 

have absolutely no reason to believe that, acting diligently, Catalyst's counsel could not have 
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succeeded in having the orders issued and entered by the April 23, 2018 deadline for filing its 

application for leave to appeal. 

B. Catalyst's Unnecessary Adjournment of the Appeal 

31. The appeal of the Moyse Action was initially scheduled to be heard for two days on 

September 26 and 27, 2017. These dates were fixed months earlier, in February 2017. 

32. On the morning of Monday, September 25, 2017, Brian Greenspan of the Greenspan 

Humphrey Weinstein firm (who to my knowledge had not previously acted on behalf of Catalyst in 

any of the proceedings between West Face and Catalyst) wrote to the Court of Appeal on behalf of 

Catalyst and requested an urgent attendance before Justice Rouleau. In his letter, Mr. Greenspan 

stated that "over the weekend [of September 23 and 24], circumstances arose which have resulted 

in irreconcilable differences between current counsel of record [Mr. Rocco DiPucchio of the Lax 

O'Sullivan firm] and [Catalyst] regarding the conduct of the appeal". Mr. Greenspan further stated 

in his letter that these circumstances related to a "potential conflict of interest", such that the Lax 

O'Sullivan firm had concluded that it had "no option but to seek to be removed as counsel of 

record". Mr. Greenspan stated that in his view, these circumstances made it "impossible for the 

appeal to proceed as scheduled". A copy of Mr. Greenspan's letter of September 25, 2017 is 

attached as Exhibit "I". 

33. The Court of Appeal granted Mr. Greenspan's request for an urgent attendance that 

afternoon. At approximately 3:30 p.m. on the afternoon of September 25, the following counsel 

appeared before Justice Rouleau in Courtroom 8 at Osgoode Hall: 

(a) Mr. Greenspan; 
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(b) David Moore of Moore Barristers (who, like Mr. Greenspan, to my knowledge had 

not previously acted on behalf of Catalyst in any of the proceedings between West 

Face and Catalyst); 

(c) Mr. DiPucchio and Eric Hoaken of the Lax O'Sullivan firm; 

(d) Kent Thomson, Matthew Milne-Smith and I from Davies, on behalf of West Face; 

and 

(e) Rob Centa, Kris Borg-Olivier, and Denise Cooney from the Paliare Roland firm, on 

behalf of Mr. Moyse. 

34. During this attendance, Mr. Greenspan advised that he had been retained by Catalyst the 

previous week, on Thursday, September 21, 2017, to investigate bringing a potential fresh 

evidence motion in the appeal of the Moyse Action. Mr. Greenspan stated that he had seen the 

proposed fresh evidence, that he regarded it to be credible, and that he also regarded it to be 

relevant. He indicated that the only criterion of the Palmer test that he had yet to investigate 

concerned the potential impact of the proposed fresh evidence on the result. Mr. Greenspan 

indicated that because he had not been involved in the trial of the Moyse Action, he would need 

additional time to arrive at a determination in respect of that issue. Finally, Mr. Greenspan advised 

Justice Rouleau that there were "irreconcilable differences" between Catalyst and the Lax 

O'Sullivan firm arising out of the potential fresh evidence motion, which had led to the firm's 

withdrawal from the appeal. 

35. Mr. DiPucchio also made brief submissions, the substance of which were that he could not 

disclose the nature of the conflict that had arisen between Lax O'Sullivan and Catalyst, but that he 
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agreed with Mr. Greenspan's submission that there was, indeed, a conflict that prevented Mr. 

DiPucchio from continuing to act for Catalyst in the appeal. He confirmed that the conflict 

pertained to the potential fresh evidence motion Mr. Greenspan had just discussed. 

3 6. Mr. Thomson made submissions on behalf of West Face, and Mr. Centa made submissions 

on behalf of Mr. Moyse. They both submitted that adjourning the hearing of the appeal would be 

prejudicial to their respective clients. 

37. Ultimately, however, Justice Rouleau granted the requested adjournment because the Lax 

O'Sullivan firm had withdrawn as Catalyst's counsel, and Catalyst did not have a lawyer retained to 

argue the appeal which was scheduled to proceed the following morning. Justice Rouleau issued 

an Endorsement adjourning the appeal to February 20 to 22, 2018 (the hearing was extended from 

two to three days in length to accommodate the proposed motion to introduce fresh evidence). A 

copy of Justice Rouleau's Endorsement is attached as Exhibit "J". 

38. In the period following the adjournment of the appeal of the Moyse Action, counsel to 

West Face and Mr. Moyse exchanged correspondence with Mr. Greenspan on a number of 

occasions regarding the proposed motion for fresh evidence. Among other questions, counsel for 

West Face and Mr. Moyse asked that Catalyst: (i) produce the proposed fresh evidence; and (ii) 

provide details concerning how the proposed fresh evidence came into Catalyst's possession, 

control or power, including detailed information as to where, how and when that fresh evidence 

was allegedly discovered by Catalyst. Catalyst's counsel refused to provide the requested evidence 

or information. 

39. On Thursday, November 9, 2017, West Face learned that it and its current and former 

employees had been and were being "stung" by Black Cube, an investigative firm based in Israel 
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and comprised of former members of elite Israeli intelligence units, including the Mossad. That is, 

West Face learned that operatives of Black Cube were contacting current and former employees of 

West Face using false aliases and pretexts, in attempts to solicit information, including 

confidential information, from them, concerning matters that were relevant to the Moyse Action. 

By Sunday, November 12, 2017, West Face learned that one of its former employees who had 

been targeted by Black Cube was its former General Counsel, Alexander Singh (Mr. Singh had 

been West Face's General Counsel during the events underlying Catalyst's claim in the Moyse 

Action). To the best of my knowledge, none of these "stings" produced any evidence that 

supported Catalyst's position in the Moyse Action. 

40. On Thursday, November 16, 2017, Justice Rouleau held a case conference, by telephone, 

to discuss Catalyst's potential fresh evidence motion. I participated on this call. The following day 

(November 17, 2017), the Court of Appeal sent a letter to counsel advising of Justice Rouleau's 

directions. A copy of this letter is attached as Exhibit "K". Effectively it gave Catalyst a deadline 

of December 1, 2017 to file a notice of motion to introduce the fresh evidence. 

41. On the evening of Friday, November 24,2017, the National Post published an article on its 

website, titled "Exclusive: The Judge, the Sting, Black Cube and Me" (the "Sting Article"). A 

copy of the Sting Article is attached as Exhibit "L". The Sting Article appeared in the print 

edition of the National Post the next morning. 

42. The Sting Article describes an unsuccessful attempt by Black Cube operatives, acting 

under false pretences, to entice Justice Newbould into making anti-semitic comments. 

43. On November 28, 2017, West Face commenced a motion within the Court of Appeal for a 

variety of relief, including an order requiring Catalyst and its counsel to produce immediately: 
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(a) the proposed fresh evidence that Mr. Greenspan had represented to Justice Rouleau 

on September 25, 2017 that he had received, reviewed, and regarded to be credible 

when he sought to adjourn the hearing of the appeal; 

(b) all investigative materials pertaining to the investigation of West Face's former 

General Counsel; and 

(c) all investigative materials pertaining to the investigation of Justice Newbould. 

44. A copy of West Face's Notice of Motion dated November 28, 2017 is attached as Exhibit 

"M". A copy of an affidavit I swore in support of that motion (without Exhibits) is attached as 

Exhibit "N". 

45. On November 30, 2017, the parties agreed that Catalyst would not bring a motion to 

introduce fresh evidence, and West Face would not bring the motion it had just commenced 

(without prejudice to West Face's ability to seek similar relief in the other ongoing proceedings 

between the parties). A copy of an email from Mr. Greenspan to the Court of Appeal, as well as a 

letter that Mr. Greenspan insisted be included in the Court file, is attached as Exhibit "O". In the 

letter, Mr. Greenspan admitted that evidence arising from the sting on Justice Newbould was the 

potential fresh evidence that had prompted the adjournment of the appeal. 

46. As a result of Catalyst withdrawing its motion for the introduction of fresh evidence, the 

third day of the appeal hearing (February 22) was no longer necessary; and the hearing proceeded 

on February 20 and 21, 2018 only. 
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C. Catalyst's Delay in Seeking Leave to Appeal from the Order of Justice Glustein 

47. This is not the first time that Catalyst has missed a deadline within which to seek leave to 

appeal. Catalyst's prior conduct in this regard, and the prejudice it caused to West Face, is 

documented in the Affidavit of Philip de L, Panet sworn January 13, 2016, attached (without 

Exhibits) as Exhibit "P". 

AFFIRMED BEFORE ME at the City of 
Toronto, in the Province of Ontario this 14th 

day of August, 2018 
Megan Anne Monte.- a Commissioner, etc.. 
Province of Ontario, while a Student-at-Law. 
Expires March 22,2019. 1 ^ 

' Q C • -
Commissioner for Taking Affidavits ANDREW CARLSON 

(or as may be) 
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This is Exhibit "K" referred to in the 
Affidavit of Andrew Carlson 

sworn before me, this 14lh day 
of August, 2018 

/ j 

/ • • / . / V '  
jU—-i *•: • ' / 
Commissioner for Taking hfftduvits (or as mav be) i>' ' 

MEGAN MONIZ 
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PLEASE A0DF1ESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO: 
ADRESSER TOUTE CORRESPONDANCE A : 

COURT OF APPEAL FOR ONTARIO 
COUR D'APPEL DE L'ONTARIO 

November 17, 2017 
Sent by e-mail 

Robert A. Centa 
Paliare Roland Rosenberg Rothstein LLP 
155 Wellington Street West 
35th Floor 
Toronto,ON 
RobertCenta@paliareroland.com 

Kent Thompson & Matthew Milne-Smith 
Matthew Milne-Smith 
Davies, Ward Phillips & Vineberg LLP 
155 Wellington Street West 
Toronto, ON M5V 3J7 
mmilne-smith@dwpv.com 
kentthomson@dwpv.comk 

Brian Greenspan & Naomi Lutes 
Greenspan Humphrey Weinstein 
15 Bedford Road 
Toronto, ON M5R 2J7 
bqreenspan@15bedford.com 
nlutes@15bedford.com 

David Moore 
Moore Barristers 
393 University Avenue 
Suite 1600 
Toronto, ON M5G 1E6 
david@moorebarristers.ca 

SENIOR LEGAL OFFICER/AVOCAT PRINCIPAL 
OSGOODE HALL 
130 QUEEN STREET WEST/130, RUE QUEEN OUEST 
TORONTO, ONTARIO 
M5H 2N5 

Dear Counsel, 

Re: Catalyst Capital v. A/loyse, B 
Court of Appeal for Ontario File No.: C62655 
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This letter will confirm that a case conference was held on November 16, 2017 between 
the Justice Rouleau and counsel. As a result of the case conference Justice Rouleau has 
directed the following. 

• The appellant is to determine whether it will proceed with a fresh evidence application 
by December 1, 2017. That decision is to be communicated to the respondents by that 

• If the appellants decides to proceed with a fresh evidence application, the notice of 
application is to be served and filed by December 1, 2017. All of the proposed fresh 
evidence need not be filed by December 1, 2017 although it is desirable that it be. 

• The parties are to appear before me on December 1, 2017 at 1:15 p.m. in order to set 
a timetable for filing of materials and setting of deadlines for cross examinations. The 
parties should come prepared to commit to a schedule that will ensure that the appeal 
can proceed on the dates set for hearing, Those dates, February 20 - 22 are 
peremptory to the appellant. 

• If the appellant advises that it will not proceed with a fresh evidence application, 
counsel are to advise the parties and the court as soon as possible and the December 
1, 2017 appearance will be cancelled. 

date. 

Lily Miranda 
Office of the Senior Legal Officer 
Court of Appeal for Ontario 

CC: The Honourable Justice Rouleau 
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A former Ontario Superior Court judge was targeted in a sting designed to discredit him 

days before his decision in a controversial case with hundreds of millions of dollars at 

stake was scheduled to be heard at the Ontario Court of Appeal. 

The sting saw the 74-year-old former judge, Frank Newbould, audiotaped and 

photographed surreptitiously at a posh Toronto restaurant as an agent posing as a 

potential client apparently tried to induce him, in vain, to make anti-Semitic remarks. 

Newbould, who just left the bench in June, was the trial judge in a 2016 lawsuit 

between Catalyst Capital Group and West Face Capital, two ferociously competitive 

Toronto private-equity firms whose feud hasn't yet ended in the courtroom. 

A source authorized to speak for Catalyst acknowledges that a subcontractor working 

for a security company it hired carried out the sting on the judge. But the source said 

Catalyst did not order the sting or know about it until after it happened. 

The subcontractor was the Israeli intelligence firm Black Cube, recently in the news as 

the same private agency Flollywood film producer Flarvey Weinstein hired to undermine 

the women accusing him of sexual assault. Black Cube later apologized for taking the 

job and said it would donate the fee to women's groups. 

Last week in response to another lawsuit filed against it by Catalyst — the fourth since 

2014 — West Face alleged in court documents that operatives from Black Cube 

pretended to be recruiters in an attempt to get information from some of its current and 

former employees. 
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A sting arranged by Israeli intelligence firm Black Cube saw former judge Frank Newbould 

audiotaped and photographed surreptitiously at a posh Toronto restaurant in September 2017. 

The sting on Newbould began Sept. 18 with an appointment arranged via email with a 

man who said his name was Hugo Gabriel Saavedra Rodriguez. He said he was the 

executive director at Victorius Group, a consultancy firm purportedly based in London, 

England, but with international interests. 

But Companies House, the United Kingdom's government registrar of companies, has 

no record of a company by that name at the given address. 

The two met at Newbould's downtown office. Rodriguez claimed to represent a 

Canadian company involved in the oil sands business that was unhappy with a 

competitor who "had gone behind my client's back" and allegedly used its technology to 

get licences to drill in Africa and Israel. 

He said his client might be in the market for an arbitrator and appeared to be interested 

in hiring Newbould. 

Three months earlier, in June, Newbould had stepped down from the bench amid a 

controversy over his involvement in an aboriginal land claim dispute near his family 

cottage at Sauble Beach on Lake Huron. 
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A judicial inquiry into a complaint that he had shown a "lack of sensitivity to the 

experiences of Aboriginal peoples" and derailed a proposed settlement of the claim by 

speaking out against it was stopped because Newbould resigned. However, he said at 

the time that he wasn't forced to quit and had decided two or three years before to 

retire from the bench early. 

Almost immediately he joined Arbitration Place, a downtown Toronto agency for 

arbitrators, and also joined the law firm of Thornton Grout Finnigan as counsel. 

In the first meeting at Newbould's office, Rodriguez said he thought his case might have 

to be heard in New York, but he expressed doubts about getting a fair hearing there 

because of "the Jewish lobby or influence in New York." 

4 
Four times in this conversation, Rodriguez mentioned as a potential problem for his 

client "the Jewish lobby or influence," "the Jewish issue," "the Jewish way of doing 

things.... All the time trying to take more than they should, and more than agreed." 

Newbould failed to rise to the bait, repeatedly responding only with such benign 

disclaimers as "there's good Jewish people and there's some bad Jewish people ... 

some good Spaniards and bad Spaniards" and "My experience is arbitrators aren't 

influenced by that (ethnicity)." 
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He also tried to explain the rules of arbitration to Rodriguez and the two agreed to 

discuss the job over dinner that night at Scaramouche, an expensive midtown Toronto 

restaurant known equally for its fine food and sweeping views. Rodriguez paid. 

The judge did not see a tape recorder being switched on. Nor did he notice a 

photographer taking his photo, careful it would seem to only capture the back of 

Rodriguez. 

They quickly returned to that morning's discussion. With little preamble, Rodriguez said 

the man heading the company that was allegedly stealing his client's technology was 

"this Jewish guy." 

Newbould ignored this, told him he needed to retain both a lawyer and an arbitrator, 

and said it wasn't clear to him which role Rodriguez saw for him. "If you have in mind 

that I would be the arbitrator," he said, "I couldn't give you advice on all that you're 

asking me." 

To do so, he said, would be inappropriate. "I couldn't do that," Newbould said. "Nobody, 

no good arbitrator, would ever do that." 

In the course of the night, Newbould at one point made what could be described as an 

intemperate remark, though, seemingly to the regret of the agent's employers, it wasn't 

about Jews but about Chinese witnesses. 

At one point, Rodriguez asked if a judge could make a decision on the basis of what he 

heard verbally, and Newbould said no, courts are document-heavy. 

"The documents tell the story, for the most part," he said, then mentioned, "I had a case 

a year and a half ago now I guess, a lawsuit between two hedge funds and one hedge 

fund was trying to acquire a telecommunications company..." 
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Newbould said the plaintiff in the suit was named "Glassman and he is a terrible 

witness." 

If it was perhaps indiscreet, it was nothing Newbould hadn't also said in his public 

decision. 

Newton Glassman is the founder and managing partner of Catalyst, which sued West 

Face, accusing it of obtaining confidential information about its bid for WIND Mobile Inc. 

through former Catalyst analyst Brandon Moyse. 

Moyse left Catalyst for West Face in 2014, four months before a consortium of 

investors led by West Face successfully acquired WIND in a deal valued at 

approximately $300 million. In 2015, the group sold the wireless carrier to Shaw 

Communications for $1.6 billion. 

Catalyst has claimed it lost out on $750 million in potential profit. 

In his lengthy Aug. 18, 2016 decision, Newbould ruled against Catalyst. He was harshly 

critical of Catalyst witnesses, particularly Glassman, whom he described as 

"aggressive, argumentative" and more of a "salesman than an objective witness." 

He simply could not accept being "outsmarted" on the WIND deal, the judge said later, 
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when awarding costs. 

It would have been a humiliating rebuke for the proud and combative head of the 

successful company founded in 2002. 

The judge ordered Catalyst to pay Moyse $340,000. He also awarded costs of $1.2 

million to West Face on what's called "a substantial indemnity basis" because, the 

judge said, Glassman had played such "hardball attacking the reputation and honesty 

of West Face." 

In fact, the judge had no idea then of what hardball really was. 

A day before Newbould and Rodriguez met, I received an email from a woman I didn't 

know. The subject line said: "Exclusive story offer — Judge Frank Newbould's record 

might unravel September 20th." 

She gave me a one-sided, six-paragraph interpretation of the Catalyst/West Face/WIND 

Mobile case, and offered to connect me with a spokesperson "that can prove evidence 

was destructed in the case and that Newbould's ultimate ruling completely ignored it." 

She also wrote, "In addition, information is brewing about a wolf pack of companies that 

West Face is involved with as well — we can connect you with the investigators" and 

offered a meeting with her source. 

(Catalyst filed a $450-million lawsuit on Nov. 8 accusing West Face and others of being 

"Wolfpack conspirators" in a short-selling campaign targeting a publicly traded lender in 

which it holds the majority stake. West Face denies the allegations, and called the 

lawsuit meritless.) 

In emails over the next few days, the woman described herself as a 

communications/public relations professional, a Canadian from Toronto living in New 

York City who said she chose me because her parents were big readers of mine. 

When I pressed her, she insisted that was the reason, and added she'd been asked to 
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do a favour for a friend by finding a suitable Canadian reporter. 

For several days, she peppered me with emails — there was clearly some urgency to 

the matter — and on Sept. 19, wrote, "I have arranged for an exclusive background 

meeting btw yourself and the leading figure from Catalyst. 

"He is in Montreal today but will fly to Toronto — ideally tomorrow — to meet with you. 

I'll come back to you on times." 

He knows of only one remotely comparable case in Canada, 
which happened almost 30 years ago, where a mining company 

that lost in court and, convinced the judge must have had a 
personal financial stake, hired a private eye. 

- Christie Blatchford 

m a 

The meeting with the unidentified figure from Catalyst never happened, and instead on 

Sept. 21, I met the woman alone at a midtown cafe. 

There, she handed me a USB flash drive containing the photos of Newbould, audio and 

what appear to be edited transcripts of the two surreptitiously recorded conversations 

he had with Rodriguez at his office and Scaramouche, 

She gave my number to the purported friend connected to the case, who texted a few 

days later to set up a meeting. 

He is a former Israeli TV journalist and documentary filmmaker. We met on Oct. 20 at a 

diner in the east end of Toronto. 
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He said he was passing on the story because it would be of little interest to his 

audience in Israel. Plus, like the PR woman, he said he was doing a favour for 

someone close to the case. Also like the PR woman before him, he mentioned my 

unquestioned brilliance and experience as a reporter; flattery, however transparently 

and thickly ladled on, appears part of undercover tradecraft. 

But where the PR woman was unequivocal that the people behind the sting were from 

Catalyst, the journalist seemed to be backing away from that. The movers behind this, 

he said, were Aboriginals. When I pushed him on it, he said they were the same people 

who had complained about Newbould in the land claim controversy. 

I knew that was ridiculous. That complaint had been brought by the Indigenous Bar 

Association, a professional group of lawyers unlikely to have done something like this. 

And their complaint was no longer a live issue as Newbould had resigned. 

I told the journalist I couldn't continue unless I met one of the principals. 

"You will meet the guy who is behind this project," he texted me on Oct. 26, but that 

soon changed to "Jessie from the operational team." 

Jessie and I met on Oct. 31 in a restaurant at the Eaton Centre. An attractive woman 

with dark hair, who looked to be in her early 40s, Jessie said she was now doing this 

work after a career in an unnamed government's national security agency. She wouldn't 

give me her last name, was vague about where she lived, and gave me an email 

address that she didn't answer. 

I paid the bill and left after about 30 minutes. My patience with wannabe spooks, mules 

and ghostly figures — and mostly, being lied to — was exhausted. 

The lawyers for Catalyst and West Face met at the Court of Appeal on Sept. 25, a 

week after the sting on the judge. 

Among them were two new faces: prominent Toronto lawyer Brian Greenspan and 
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veteran litigator David Moore, both there for Catalyst. 

They were seeking an adjournment to the appeal, which was slated to be heard the 

next day. 

A two-page document filed with the court says Greenspan told Judge Paul Rouleau 

that on Sept. 21, "he was provided with information that requires immediate 

investigation and may well lead to the tendering of a fresh evidence application with 

impact on the appeal." 

What the evidence is, he did not say. But on the 21st, Catalyst received its own USB 

flash drive with a transcript of Newbould and Rodriguez's conversations as well as the 

audio and photos. 

According to the source authorized to speak for Catalyst, the company was weighing 

whether they had enough to dislodge the presumption of neutrality that cloaks judges 

as a matter of law to now argue at the appeal that Newbould was biased. 

Rouleau was also told that an "irreconcilable difference" between Catalyst and its 

lawyers, the Lax O'Sullivan Lisus Gottlieb firm, had arisen and that Lax O'Sullivan had 

"concluded it has no option but to seek to be removed as counsel of record." 

The "irreconcilable difference" was that once Lax O'Sullivan was told about what Black 

Cube had done, its lawyers made the decision it was "unethical conduct" and they 

wouldn't be a part of it. 

The lawyers demanded Catalyst sign an undertaking that it would never attempt to use 

in any way the information covertly obtained about Newbould. 

But Catalyst wouldn't make the decision then and there, and wanted time to weigh what 

it had learned. 

In other words, according to the source's account, Catalyst may not have ordered the 

attempted setup of the judge or even wanted it to happen, but now that it was done, the 

company had to evaluate the fruits of the sting to see if there was enough to bring an 
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allegation of bias against Newbould. 

Such is the ruthless pragmatism attached to big money and big power. 

Rouleau reluctantly granted the adjournment and set new dates for February, ordering 

the lawyers to tell him if there was going to be a fresh evidence application as soon as 

possible. He later set a deadline of Dec. 1 for any such application. 

According to the source authorized to speak for Catalyst, the company hired a security 

firm on Aug. 31 because of a variety of "security concerns." 

Among them, he said, was a belief that Catalyst had been cyber-hacked, evidence of 

trespassing and at least one break-in at the homes and cottages of its senior people 

and that their garbage was being picked through. And, said the source, some 

executives had received threats. 

The company, he said, didn't have sufficient evidence to go to Toronto Police, so took 

their concerns to the private firm instead. 

The man was adamant that Catalyst never asked the main security company to set up 

a sting on Newbould, though he acknowledged that probably in the first briefing with the 

security firm, it would have been clear that Newbould and West Face were the subjects 

of much of the collective Catalyst ire. 

Such contracts, the source said, are invariably arranged through lawyers, so as to cloak 

the arrangement — and protect to a limited degree any information gleaned by security 

operatives — with solicitor-client privilege. 

He said it's common in complex criminal matters and commercial crime cases with their 

enormous amounts of money at stake for parties to use private investigative firms with 

their covert methods. 

The arrangement with Catalyst allowed the security firm to use other consultants and 

sub-contractors. 
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And it was the sub-contracted agency, Black Cube, that ran the sting on the former 

judge. 

According to the source's account, when the firm found out on Sept. 21 what the sub

contractor had done, "damn right there was freaking out," he said. 

At least one further sting run on a former West Face employee, he said, was the result 

of a miscommunication, following an attempt to call off such operations. 

In an email Saturday, a Black Cube spokesman said: "It is Black Cube's policy to never 

discuss its clients with any third party and to never confirm or deny any speculation 

made with regards." 

The company denied approaching any "journalist, lawyer, PR company or any other 

professional consultant with a view to publishing intelligence gathered." 

In fact, the company had refused to make any on the record comment unless and until I 

submitted the story in advance of publication. 

On Oct. 12, I met Newbould in a boardroom at the office of his lawyer, Brian Gover, 

and gave them the USB to copy. 

I had briefed Gover on the phone, so they knew some of what was coming, but still 

appeared shaken. 

Though the Catalyst source maintains no laws were broken in the sting, the operation 

raises larger ethical questions about how common it is for companies to hire private 

investigators, how often they use these sorts of dirty tricks, the role of lawyers and law 

firms in their hiring, and if there are any boundaries beyond which the players won't go. 

"Think of the collateral damage caused by well-heeled litigants who will do anything, but 

will stop at nothing," said Gover. 
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He knows of only one remotely comparable case in Canada, which happened almost 

30 years ago, where a mining company that lost in court and, convinced the judge must 

have had a personal financial stake, hired a private eye to check him out. 

Gavin MacKenzie, a Toronto litigator and leading authority on legal ethics, said the 

Newbould sting is shocking, and said he too was aware only of the one other case. 

That case went all the way to the Supreme Court, but the investigation and surveillance 

of the judge never made it onto the record, though it was widely discussed in legal 

circles. 

MacKenzie said lawyers will always "talk about a judge's background and pre

dispositions and that sort of thing." 

In countries where judicial corruption is common, judges themselves often become 

targets. But Canada, he said, has "never had a judge on the take from a party." 

With a reputable and independent judiciary, MacKenzie said, talk is about as far as 

things get. 

"It's very rare and almost unnecessary to go beyond that." 

National Post 

cblatchford@postmedia. com 
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Court File No. C62655 

COURT OF APPEAL FOR ONTARIO 

B  E T W E  E  N :  

THE CATALYST CAPITAL GROUP INC. 
Plaintiff 

. (Appellant) 

and 

WEST FACE CAPITAL INC. and BRANDON MOYSE 
Defendants 

(Respondents) 

NOTICE OF MOTION 

The Defendant (Respondent), West Face Capital Inc. ("West Face"), will make a 

motion to Justice Rouleau on Friday, December 1, 2017 at 1:15 p.m. or on another date to 

be fixed by him, or to a full Panel of the Court of Appeal for Ontario (as may be necessary 

or appropriate) on a date to be fixed by Justice Rouleau or by the Court, at Osgoode Hall, 

130 Queen Street West, Toronto, Ontario, M5H 2N5. 

PROPOSED METHOD OF HEARING: The motion is to be heard orally. The estimated 

length of time for the oral argument of the motion by counsel for West Face is between 30 

and 60 minutes. 

THE MOTION IS FOR AN ORDER: 

(a) To the extent necessary, validating service of this Notice of Motion and the 

Motion Record and the manner in which service was effected, abridging the 

time for service thereof, and dispensing with service thereof on any person 

or entity other than the parties to this appeal; 
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(b) Requiring the Plaintiff (Appellant), The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. 

("Catalyst") and its counsel from the Greenspan Humphrey Weinstein firm 

and from the Moore Barristers firm (collectively, "Catalyst's Counsel") to 

produce immediately, within no more than 48 hours from the date and time 

of any Order the Court might make, the following: 

(i) the proposed fresh evidence that Brian Greenspan represented to 

Justice Rouleau on September 25, 2017 that he had received, 

reviewed and regarded to be credible when he sought to adjourn the 

hearing of this appeal from the scheduled dates of September 26 

and 27, 2017; 

(ii) all physical and electronic documents, including recordings, in the 

possession, control or power of: (i) Catalyst or its principals; 

(ii) Catalyst's Counsel; and (iii) investigators, private security firms or 

other contractors (including subcontractors) retained for, by or on 

behalf of Catalyst or its principals, that pertain to, arise out of or 

discuss in any way the investigation of Alexander Singh, the former 

General Counsel of West Face, who was a witness in the 

proceedings at issue in this appeal; 

(iii) all physical and electronic documents, including recordings, in the 

possession, control or power of: (i) Catalyst or its principals, 

(ii) Catalyst's Counsel; and (iii) investigators, private security firms or 

other contractors (including subcontractors) retained for, by or on 
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behalf of Catalyst or its principals, that pertain to, arise out of or 

discuss in any way the investigation of Frank Newbould, formerly a 

Justice of the Superior Court of Justice, who was the Trial Judge in 

the proceedings at issue in this appeal; 

(c) Requiring Catalyst and Catalyst's Counsel to deliver, within no more than 

72 hours from the date and time of any Order the Court might make, a 

comprehensive and detailed privilege log listing each and every document 

that falls within the scope of paragraph (b) above over which Catalyst 

asserts claims of privilege (the "Allegedly Privileged Documents"); 

(d) Requiring Catalyst to deliver to Justice Rouleau (or to another Justice 

designated by a full Panel of the Court), the Allegedly Privileged Documents 

to permit proper determinations to be made in respect of any assertion of 

privilege that Catalyst might make; 

(e) Fixing an immediate date for the hearing of a motion to determine the 

propriety or validity of any assertion of privilege Catalyst might make in 

respect of the Allegedly Privileged Documents; 

(f) To the extent that Catalyst proceeds with a fresh evidence motion in this 

appeal, requiring Catalyst and Catalyst's Counsel to file the proposed fresh 

evidence under seal, pending a determination by the Court as to what 

portions of such evidence, if any, should be filed publicly; and 

(g) Such further and other relief as this Honourable Court may deem just. 
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THE GROUNDS FOR THE MOTION ARE: 

Background 

(a) Catalyst's appeal is from a Judgment of Justice Newbould dated August 18, 

2016. Catalyst alleged at trial that West Face had obtained confidential 

information about Catalyst's strategy for the acquisition of WIND Mobile 

from Brandon Moyse, a former junior employee of Catalyst. West Face 

participated in a consortium of investors that acquired WIND Mobile in 

September 2014 after Catalyst failed to do so. 

(b) Justice Newbould dismissed Catalyst's claim in its entirety, and awarded 

costs to West Face in an amount of approximately $1.2 million, on a 

substantial indemnity basis. 

(c) On August 19, 2017, immediately after Justice Newbould released his 

Reasons for Judgment, Catalyst provided a written statement to the 

Financial Post in which it claimed that Justice Newbould's Reasons raised 

"severe indications of possible bias". 

(d) Catalyst perfected its appeal on February 23, 2017. In its appeal factum, 

Catalyst suggested that Justice Newbould had applied different standards 

in evaluating the evidence of the parties, but did not allege actual bias or a 

reasonable apprehension of bias. 

(e) The appeal of this matter was scheduled to be heard on September 26 and 

27, 2017. Catalyst's appeal against West Face is manifestly devoid of merit, 
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and consists largely of re-arguing findings of fact and credibility that Justice 

Newbould made against Catalyst and its witnesses at trial. All of those 

findings were grounded firmly in the evidence. 

Catalyst Launches Black Cube Investigations 

(f) In September 2017, when the argument of the appeal was imminent, 

Catalyst decided to launch a series of covert investigations against West 

Face and Justice Newbould, using Black Cube, an Israeli-based private 

investigation firm comprised of former Mossad and Israeli Defence Force 

operatives. The purpose of these investigations was to manufacture 

evidence that could be used by Catalyst during the course of this appeal. 

Operators of Black Cube used systematic lies and deception in their efforts 

to entrap current and former employees of West Face, as well as Justice 

Newbould, to elicit from them potentially damaging statements and 

information that could be used by Catalyst to attack and discredit Justice 

Newbould as well as his Judgment at trial in this proceeding. 

(g) One Black Cube operation involved a surreptitious and deceptive "sting" 

against Justice Newbould that was intended to bait Justice Newbould into 

making anti-Semitic comments, in the hopes of utilizing secret recordings of 

meetings conducted by a Black Cube operative with Justice Newbould to 

accuse him of having been biased at trial against Newton Glassman, the 

Founder and Managing Partner of Catalyst, who is Jewish. 
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(h) One or more operatives acting for and on behalf of Catalyst met with Justice 

Newbould on Monday September 18, 2017, under the false pretence of 

potentially retaining him to arbitrate a commercial dispute. Notwithstanding 

their lies, deception and blatantly improper conduct, these investigations 

failed entirely in their efforts to elicit from Justice Newbould anti-Semitic 

comments or other evidence of bias against Catalyst or Mr. Glassman. 

(i) A second Black Cube operation involved a surreptitious and deceptive 

"sting" against Alexander Singh, who was the General Counsel of West 

Face during the events that gave rise to this appeal. Black Cube first 

contacted Mr. Singh on Monday September 13, 2017, and then met with 

him on September 18, 2017, for morning coffee and dinner. These 

meetings, like the meeting with Justice Newbould, failed to elicit any 

information relevant to Catalyst's appeal. 

(j) Three days after the events referred to above, on Thursday, September 21, 

. 2017, Catalyst received the investigative materials arising from the 

meetings with Justice Newbould, including audio and video recordings and 

transcripts of the meetings. Catalyst retained Mr. Greenspan that same day 

to assess the materials Catalyst had received, and to consider bringing a 

fresh evidence application in this appeal on behalf of Catalyst. 

(k) In addition to the deceptive sting operations against Justice Newbould and 

Mr. Singh referred to above, Black Cube also launched investigations using 

systematic lies and deception against a number of other current and former 
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employees of West Face. None of these operations produced any 

evidence relevant to Catalyst's appeal. 

(I) All of Black Cube's operations were undertaken on false pretences, using 

lies, deception, false identities, and false offers of employment or 

investment. These operations were conducted around the globe, including 

in Toronto, Ontario, and London, England. 

(m) All of Black Cube's operations in Canada were unlawful, including because 

Black Cube and its operatives are not now and have never been licensed 

private investigators in Ontario, or in any other Province of Canada. 

Catalyst Obtains an Adjournment of the Appeal 

(n) On the morning of Monday, September 25, 2017, Mr. Greenspan wrote to 

the Court of Appeal asking for an adjournment of the hearing of the appeal 

on the basis that "irreconcilable differences" had arisen between Catalyst 

and its counsel of record, Rocco DiPucchio of the Lax O'Sullivan firm. Prior 

to then, Mr. Greenspan had played no role in this matter. 

(o) That same day, at approximately 3:30 p.m., counsel attended before 

Justice Rouleau. Mr. Greenspan, David Moore, Mr. DiPucchio and Eric 

Hoaken were all in attendance for Catalyst or Lax O'Sullivan. A contested 

motion for an adjournment of the appeal was argued before Justice 

Rouleau. During the argument of the motion, Mr. Greenspan advised that 

he had been retained by Catalyst on Thursday, September 21, 2017 to 
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consider a potential fresh evidence motion, and that the irreconcilable 

differences that were said to have arisen between the Lax O'Sullivan firm 

and Catalyst pertained to that motion. He did not specify what those 

differences were. Nor did he specify how or in what circumstances those 

differences had arisen. 

(p) During the attendance on September 25, 2017, Mr. Greenspan represented 

to the Court that he had seen and reviewed the fresh evidence that Catalyst 

was considering seeking leave to introduce on appeal, and that he regarded 

the evidence to be credible and relevant to the appeal. He stated that he 

needed time to assess the potential impact of that evidence to determine 

whether it met the test in the Palmer case for the admission of fresh 

evidence on appeal. 

(q) No disclosure was made to the Court, or to opposing counsel, as to what the 

proposed fresh evidence was, where it had come from or when. Moreover, 

Mr. Greenspan did not take the position that Catalyst required more time to 

find the fresh evidence it might seek leave to introduce on appeal. Instead, 

as indicated above, he stated the opposite, namely that he had seen the 

proposed fresh evidence of Catalyst and regarded it to be credible and 

relevant. 

(r) Over the objections of West Face and Mr. Moyse, Justice Rouleau 

reluctantly adjourned the hearing of the appeal to February 20-22, 2018 on 

the basis that the Lax O'Sullivan firm had withdrawn and that it would be 
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unfair to force Catalyst to proceed with the hearing of the appeal the next 

day without counsel. . 

Events Following the Adjournment 

(s) Having obtained the adjournment, Catalyst and Black Cube proceeded to 

continue their illicit investigations of Mr. Singh and various other current and 

former West Face employees in the hopes of obtaining fresh evidence to 

adduce on appeal. 

(t) Moreover, in the period after September 25 Mr. Greenspan refused 

repeatedly to disclose to counsel to West Face and Mr. Moyse the proposed 

fresh evidence that Catalyst might seek leave to introduce on appeal, as 

well as any information as to where and when Catalyst had obtained that 

information, West Face and Mr. Moyse were kept completely in the dark. 

(u) On Tuesday, November 7, 2017, Catalyst commenced a new claim against 

West Face, claiming $450 million in damages. This claim was drafted and 

issued by Mr. DiPucchio of the Lax O'Sullivan firm, despite the fact that 

Catalyst had secured the adjournment of this appeal on September 25, 

2017 on the explicit basis that "irreconcilable differences" had arisen 

between Catalyst and Lax O'Sullivan. 

(v) On Thursday, November 9, 2017, West Face uncovered for the first time 

Black Cube's operations against a number of its current and former 

employees. West Face only learned of Black Cube's activities as a result of 
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widespread publicity in the mainstream media and over the Internet 

surrounding Black Cube's activities on behalf of Harvey Weinstein against 

the victims of his alleged sexual harassment and assault, as well as against 

the journalists who sought to expose these allegations. 

On Friday, November 10, 2017, counsel to West Face wrote to counsel to 

Catalyst to demand that Black Cube's activities stop, and that all evidence 

of Black Cube's activities be preserved. Catalyst provided no such 

assurances. It was only upon receipt of this letter that Lax O'Sullivan was 

removed as counsel of record from the new cases it had commenced three 

days earlier. 

On Sunday, November 12, 2017, West Face learned of Black Cube's 

activities against Mr. Singh. These activities included flying him to London, 

England on false pretences, and then eliciting from him disclosure of 

solicitor-client privileged advice that Mr. Singh had given to West Face 

during the course of his tenure as the firm's General Counsel concerning 

the hiring and employment of Mr. Moyse. 

On Tuesday, November 14, 2017, counsel to West Face wrote to counsel to 

Catalyst demanding immediate disclosure concerning who at Catalyst or its 

external counsel was aware of Black Cube's activities in respect of 

Mr. Singh. This letter also advised that West Face would be seeking 

production of all evidence that pertained to Black Cube's activities involving 

West Face, and demanded that such evidence be preserved. 
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(z) On November 16, 2017, West Face obtained a Consent Order from Justice 

Hainey of the Superior Court of Justice (Commercial List) that Catalyst 

preserve all records of Black Cube's activities. 

(aa) On the evening of Friday, November 24, 2017, the National Post published 

online an article exposing and detailing Black Cube's "sting" against Justice 

Newbould. This was the first time West Face learned of the investigation of 

Justice Newbould. That same night, counsel to West Face wrote letters to 

all of Catalyst's Counsel asking them, among other things, to explain the 

basis on which Catalyst had sought and obtained an adjournment on 

September 25, 2017, to disclose what knowledge they had of Black Cube's 

operations against Justice Newbould, and to produce to West Face all 

evidence of such operations. 

(bb) Although the Lax O'Sullivan firm responded immediately to this letter, 

neither Mr. Greenspan nor Mr. Moore have provided substantive 

responses. 

(cc) Catalyst's investigations of Mr. Singh and Justice Newbould are an 

egregious and entirely improper abuse that cast the administration of justice 

into disrepute. The actions of Catalyst and its investigators, and of any 

other person who played a role in, authorized, directed or attempted to 

utilize or take advantage of these illicit investigations in any way, either 

directly or indirectly, including in their dealings with third parties, journalists 
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or the judiciary, shock the conscience of the Court and expose Catalyst to 

the most severe form of judicial sanctions. 

(dd) Based on the disclosure sought on this motion, West Face may well bring 

motions: (i) for an Order removing or disqualifying Catalyst's Counsel; and 

(ii) dismissing Catalyst's appeal for abuse, 

(ee) This motion may be heard by a single judge because it is not a motion 

required to be heard by a three-judge Panel as set out in the Practice 

Direction of the Court of Appeal. Alternatively, West Face would be pleased 

to argue this motion before a full Panel of the Court. 

(ff) Subsection 13(2) of the Courts of Justice Act, and the inherent jurisdiction of 

the Court to control its own processes. 

THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE will be used at the hearing of the 

motion: 

(a) The Affidavit of Andrew Carlson sworn November 28, 2017; and 

(b) Such further and other evidence as the lawyers may advise and this 

Honourable Court may permit. 
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November 28, 2017 DAVIES WARD PHILLIPS & VINEBERG LLP 
155 Wellington Street West 
Toronto ON M5V 3J7 

Kent Thomson (LSUC# 24264J) 
Tel: 416.863.5566 
Email: kethomson@dwpv.com 

Matthew Milne-Smith (LSUC# 44266P) 
Tel: . 416.863.5595 
Email: mmilne-smith@dwpv.com 

Tel: 416.863.0900 
Fax: 416.863.0871 

Lawyers for the Defendant (Respondent) 
West Face Capital Inc. 

TO: MOORE BARRISTERS 
Suite 1600 
393 University Avenue 
Toronto ON M5G1E6 

David C. Moore (LSUC# 16996) 
Email: david@moorebarristers.ca 
Tel: 416.581.1818 ext. 222 
Fax: 416.581.1279 

GREENSPAN HUMPHREY WEINSTEIN 
15 Bedford Road 
Toronto, ON M5R 2J7 . 

Brian H. Greenspan 
Email: bgreenspan@15bedford.com 
Tel: 416.868.1755, ext. 222 

Tel: 416.868.1755 
FAX: 416.868.1990 

Lawyers for the Plaintiff (Appellant) 
The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. 
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PALIARE ROLAND ROSENBERG ROTHSTEIN LLP 
Barristers and Solicitors 
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Robert A. Centa (LSUC# 44298M) 
Tel: 416.646.4314 
Kristian Borg-Olivier (LSUC# 53041R) 
Tel: 416.646.7490 
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This is Exhibit "N" referred to in the 
Affidavit of Andrew Carlson 

sworn before me, this 14lh day 
of August, 2018 

J j 

UL /U'Uy' 
Commissioner for TakijfgMJfidavits (or as may be) 

MEGAN MONIZ 
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Court File No. C62655 

COURT OF APPEAL FOR ONTARIO 

B E T W E E N :  

THE CATALYST CAPITAL GROUP INC. 
Plaintiff 

(Appellant) 

and 

WEST FACE CAPITAL INC. and BRANDON MOYSE 
Defendants 

(Respondents) 

AFFIDAVIT OF ANDREW CARLSON 

I, Andrew Carlson, of the City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH 

AND SAY: 

1. I am a Partner with the law firm of Davies Ward Phillips & Vineberg LLP ("Davies"), 

the lawyers for the Defendant (Respondent), West Face Capital Inc. ('West Face"). 

2. Since January 2015, I have been a member of the Davies litigation team acting on 

behalf of West Face in various proceedings involving West Face and the Plaintiff 

(Appellant), The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. ("Catalyst"). The proceedings in which I 

have been involved include this appeal, Catalyst's proposed motion for leave to introduce 

fresh evidence, and the underlying action being appealed from (the "Moyse Action"). 

Specifically with respect to this appeal, I was present during an in-person attendance 

before Mr. Justice Rouleau on September 25, 2017, and participated in a subsequent 

telephone case conference held by Justice Rouleau on November 16, 2017. I have 

frequently communicated with, or been copied on communications with, counsel to 
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Catalyst throughout this appeal. As such, I have personal knowledge of the matters 

contained in this Affidavit, except where such matters are based on information from 

others, in which instances I have named the source of my information and verily believe 

that information to be true. 

3. My Affidavit does not refer to or rely on solicitor-client communications between 

West Face and its counsel, and my swearing, of this Affidavit is not intended to waive any 

privilege enjoyed by West Face. 

A. Catalyst's "Irreconcilable Difference" With the Lax O'Sullivan Firm, and the 
Resulting Adjournment of the Appeal of the Moyse Action 

4. The appeal of the Moyse Action was scheduled to be heard for two days on 

September 26 and 27, 2017, with Justice Rouleau to preside as the President of the 

three-judge Panel. The dates forthe argument of the appeal were fixed months before, in 

February 2017, by Chief Justice Strathy, at the request of counsel for West Face. West 

Face sought and obtained the earliest available dates for the hearing of the appeal. 

5. On the morning of Monday, September 25, 2017, the day before the appeal was 

scheduled to commence, Brian Greenspan of the Greenspan Humphrey Weinstein firm 

(who had not previously appeared in any of the proceedings between West Face and 

Catalyst) wrote to the Court of Appeal on behalf of Catalyst and requested an urgent 

attendance before Justice Rouleau. In his letter, Mr. Greenspan stated that "over the 

weekend [of September 23 and 24], circumstances arose which have resulted in 

irreconcilable differences between current counsel of record [Mr. Rocco DiPucchio of the 

Lax O'Sullivan frim] and [Catalyst] regarding the conduct of the appeal". Mr. Greenspan 

further stated in his letter that these circumstances related to a "potential conflict of 
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interest", such that the Lax O'Sullivan firm had concluded that it had "no option but to seek 

to be removed as counsel of record". Mr. Greenspan stated that in his view, these 

circumstances made it "impossible for the appeal to proceed as scheduled". A copy of 

Mr. Greenspan's letter of September 25, 2017 is attached as Exhibit "A". 

6. The Court of Appeal granted Mr. Greenspan's request for an urgent attendance 

that afternoon. 

7. At approximately 3:30 p.m. on the afternoon of September 25, the following 

counsel appeared before Justice Rouleau in Courtroom 8 at Osgoode Hall: 

(a) Mr. Greenspan; 

(b) David Moore of Moore Barristers; 

(c) Mr. DiPucchio and Eric Hoaken of the Lax O'Sullivan firm; 

(d) Kent Thomson, Matthew Milne-Smith and I from Davies, on behalf of West 

Face; and 

(e) Rob Centa, Kris Borg-Olivier, and Denise Cooney from the Paliare Roland 

firm, on behalf of Mr. Moyse. 

8. During this attendance, Mr. Greenspan advised that he had been retained by 

Catalyst the previous week, on Thursday, September 21, 2017, to investigate bringing a 

potential fresh evidence motion in the appeal of the Moyse Action. Mr. Greenspan stated 

that he had seen the proposed fresh evidence, that he regarded it to be credible, and that 

he also regarded it to be relevant. He indicated that the only criterion of the Palmer test 
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that he had yet to investigate concerned the potential impact of the proposed fresh 

evidence on the result. Mr. Greenspan indicated that because he had not been involved 

in the trial of the Moyse Action, he would need additional time to arrive at a determination 

in respect of that issue. Finally, Mr. Greenspan advised Justice Rouleau that there were 

"irreconcilable differences" between Catalyst and the Lax O'Sullivan firm arising out of the 

potential fresh evidence motion, which had led to the firm's withdrawal from the appeal. 

9. Mr. DiPucchio also made brief submissions, the substance of which were that he 

could not disclose the nature of the conflict that had arisen between Lax O'Sullivan and 

Catalyst, but that he agreed with Mr. Greenspan's submission that there was, indeed, a 

conflict that prevented Mr. DiPucchio from continuing to act for Catalyst in the appeal. He 

confirmed that the conflict pertained to the potential fresh evidence motion 

Mr. Greenspan had just discussed. 

10. Mr. Thomson made submissions on behalf of West Face, and Mr. Centa made 

submissions on behalf of Mr. Moyse. They both explained that adjourning the hearing of 

the appeal would be prejudicial to their respective clients. Ultimately, however, Justice 

Rouleau granted the requested adjournment because the Lax O'Sullivan firm had 

withdrawn as Catalyst's counsel, and Catalyst did not have a lawyer retained to argue the 

appeal which was scheduled to proceed the following morning. 

11. Following this attendance, Justice Rouleau issued an Endorsement adjourning the 

appeal to February 20 to 22, 2018. A copy of Justice Rouleau's Endorsement is attached 

as Exhibit "B". 
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12. In the period between the adjournment of the appeal of the Moyse Action and 

today, counsel to West Face and Mr. Moyse exchanged correspondence with Mr. 

Greenspan on a number of occasions regarding the proposed motion for fresh evidence. 

Among other questions, counsel for West Face and Mr. Moyse asked that Catalyst: 

(a) produce the proposed fresh evidence; and 

(b) provide details concerning how the proposed fresh evidence came into 

Catalyst's possession, control or power, including "detailed information as 

to where, how and when that fresh evidence was allegedly discovered by 

Catalyst". 

13. These letters are attached as Exhibits "C" to "M". 

14. On Tuesday, November 7, 2017, Catalyst (and its affiliate, Callidus Capital 

Corporation) commenced an action against West Face and a number of other 

Defendants (the "Wolfpack Action"). The Statement of Claim in the Wolfpack Action 

was issued by Mr. DiPucchio of the Lax O'Sullivan firm as lead counsel. A copy of the 

Statement of Claim in this matter is attached as Exhibit "N". 

B. Black Cube's Investigations Targeting West Face and Justice Newbould 

15. On Thursday, November 9, 2017, West Face learned that it and its current and 

former employees had been and were being targeted by Black Cube. 

(i) About Black Cube 

16. According to its public website (www.blackcube.com), Black Cube is an 

investigative firm comprised of "a select group of veterans from the Israeli elite 
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intelligence units". It has offices in Tel-Aviv, London, and Paris. Its corporate name is 

B.C. Strategy Ltd. 

17. Black Cube was recently the subject of widespread media coverage pertaining to 

its involvement in the Harvey Weinstein sexual assault scandal. 

18. A copy of Black Cube's public website is attached as Exhibit "O". Copies of 

various news articles about Black Cube, including in respect of its involvement in the 

Weinstein scandal, are attached as Exhibits "P", "Q", "R", "S", "T" and "U". 

19. Ontario's Ministry of Community Safety & Correctional Services website 

(http://www.mcscs.jus.gov.on.ca/english/PSIS/LicenceRegistry/licensee_list.aspx) links 

to a ServiceOntario website on which one is able to search a database for the name of 

licensed agencies that sell the services of private investigators. Searches on this 

database for the terms "Black Cube", "Cube", "Black", "B.C. Strategy", "BC", and 

"strategy" on November 13, 2017 each resulted in no search results. Attached as 

Exhibit "V" are screen captures of these search results. 

(ii) Black Cube's Investigation of West Face 

20. On November 15, 2017 West Face delivered a Motion Record in the Wolfpack 

Action in which it sought an Order preserving all evidence of Black Cube's investigations 

in respect of West Face. That Motion Record contained six Affidavits, including five 

Affidavits of current or former employees of West Face who had been targeted by 

operatives of Black Cube in the period from September 12, 2017 to November 9, 2017. 

Catalyst consented immediately to the Order sought by West Face. A copy of that Order, 

issued by Justice Hainey on November 16, 2017, is attached as Exhibit "W". 
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21. On Friday, November 10, 2017, at approximately 3:45 p.m., Mr. Milne-Smith sent a 

letter to Catalyst's counsel, including Messrs. Moore, DiPucchio, and Greenspan, 

advising them that West Face had just learned of Black Cube's activities. A copy of Mr. 

Milne-Smith's letter of November 10, 2017 is attached as Exhibit "X". 

22. At approximately 6:45 p.m. on Friday, November 10, the Lax O'Sullivan firm 

withdrew or was replaced as counsel of record on all of Catalyst's ongoing proceedings, 

including the Wolfpack Action (which Mr. DiPucchio had issued on behalf of Catalyst 

three days earlier), another proceeding against West Face (which Mr. DiPucchio had 

been acting as lead counsel on for over two years), as well as a third proceeding not 

against West Face. A copy of an email from Mr. Moore attaching the relevant Notices of 

Change of Lawyer is attached as Exhibit "Y". 

23. On Monday, November 13, 2017, Mr. Greenspan responded to Mr. Milne-Smith's 

letter of November 10, 2017. A copy of Mr. Greenspan's letter of November 13, 2017 is 

attached as Exhibit "Z". 

24. Mr. Milne-Smith responded to Mr. Greenspan's letter on November 14, 2017. A 

copy of this letter is attached as Exhibit "AA". 

25. Also on November 14, 2017, Mr. Milne-Smith sent a letter addressed to Mr. Moore 

advising that Davies had met recently with West Face's former General Counsel 

Alexander Singh and had learned of Black Cube's efforts to induce Mr. Singh to reveal to 

operatives of Black Cube confidential and privileged information of West Face concerning 

the hiring of Mr. Moyse, as described in the Affidavit of Mr. Singh sworn November 14, 

2017. Mr. Milne-Smith sent copies of this letter to Messrs. Greenspan and DiPucchio. 
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26. A copy of this letter is attached as Exhibit "BB". A copy of Mr. Singh's Affidavit, 

with its Exhibits, is attached as Exhibit "CC". 

27. On November 15, 2017, Mr. Matthew Gottlieb, the Managing Partner of Lax 

O'Sullivan, delivered a letter in response to Mr. Milne-Smith's letters of November 10 and 

14, 2017 regarding Black Cube. A copy of this letter is attached as Exhibit "DD". 

28. To date, neither Mr. Greenspan nor Mr. Moore have provided any information 

concerning requests made by Mr. Milne-Smith pertaining to the activities of Black Cube in 

the letters referred to above. 

29. On Thursday, November 16, 2017, Justice Rouleau held a case conference, by 

telephone, to discuss Catalyst's potential fresh evidence motion. I participated during this 

case conference. The following day (November 17, 2017), the Court of Appeal sent a 

letter to counsel advising of Justice Rouleau's directions. A copy of this letter is attached 

as Exhibit "EE". 

(iii) West Face Learns of Black Cube's Wrongful Investigations Into 
Justice Newbould 

30. On the evening of Friday, November 24, 2017, the National Post published an 

article online, on its website, titled "Exclusive: The Judge, the Sting, Black Cube and Me" 

(the "Sting Article"). A copy of the Sting Article is attached as Exhibit "FF". 

31. Late in the evening of Friday, November 24, 2017, Mr. Milne-Smith sent letters to 

Catalyst's various counsel regarding the Sting Article. Copies of these letters to Messrs. 

Greenspan and Moore are attached as Exhibits "GG" and "HH". 
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32. Late in the day on Monday November 27, 2017 counsel for the parties exchanged 

emails concern the Sting Article and this motion. A copy of this email exchange is 

attached as Exhibit "II". 

C. Previous Statement of Catalyst Concerning Justice Newbould 

33. On August 19, 2016, the day after Justice Newbould released his Reasons for 

Judgment dismissing all of Catalyst's claims and allegations in the Moyse Action, Catalyst 

reportedly provided a written statement to the Financial Post concerning the Reasons of 

Justice Newbould. A copy of this Financial Post article is attached as Exhibit "JJ". 

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of \ 
Toronto, in the Province of Ontario this j 
28th day of November, 2017 

Commissioner for Taking Affidavits " ANDREW CARLSON 
(or as may be) 

Rul Zhe Gao, a Commissioner, e(c,. 
Province of Ontario, while a Student-aM aw 
Expires March 22, 2019, 
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Affidavit of Andrew Carlson 

sworn before me, this 14th day 
of August, 2018 

p [ /; /u_ Ty 
Commissioner for Tqiling Affidavits (or as may be) 

MEGAN MONIZ 
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Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Brian H.Greenspan <bhg@15bedford.com> 
November 30, 2017 2:35 PM 
'Miranda, Lily (MAG)'; Milne-Smith, Matthew; david@moorebarristers.ca; Thomson, 
Kent; Carlson, Andrew; 'robert.centa@paliareroland.com' 
Schirripa, Mary (MAG) 
RE: Catalyst / Moyse / West Face C62655 
CATALYST 20171129 L BHG to Mr Milne-Smith Re Response to letter dated November 
242017.pdf 

Dear Ms. Miranda: 
We would appreciate if you would bring to the attention of Justice Rouleau that it will not be necessary to 
attend before him as previously scheduled tomorrow, December 1, 2017 at 1:15 p.m. Please advise Justice 

Rouleau that: 
(i) No application for the introduction of fresh evidence by Catalyst on the "Moyse" appeal now 

scheduled to proceed in the Court of Appeal on February 20, 2018 will be brought. The third day 
previously scheduled as a result of a possible fresh evidence application can be vacated. 

(ii) The motion initiated by West Face returnable before you tomorrow is withdrawn. 
(iii) Counsel have agreed that the attached letter dated November 29, 2017 should be filed on consent 

and attached to the Motion Record previously filed by West Face. 
(iv) We understand that counsel for West Face will provide to Justice Rouleau an additional letter 

which on consent is to be added to the public record. 
(v) Should Justice Rouleau have any questions which he wishes to canvas with counsel or considers an 

attendance necessary, counsel are available to address the matter as previously scheduled at 

Osgoode Hall, Courtroom 2 at 1:15 p.m. tomorrow. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Yours sincerely, 
Brian Greenspan 

This email may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or exempt from disclosure. No waiver whatsoever is intended by sending this e-mail which is intended only for the 
named reciplent(s). Unauthorized use, dissemination or copying is prohibited, if you receive this email in error, please notify the sender and destroy ail copies of this email. 

From: Miranda, Lily (MAG) fmailto:Lilv.Miranda@ontario.cal 
Sent: Thursday, November 30, 2017 10:13 AM 
To: Milne-Smith, Matthew; david@moorebarristers.ca: Thomson, Kent; Carlson, Andrew; 
'robert.centa@paliareroland.com'; Brian H. Greenspan; Naomi M. Lutes 
Cc: Schirripa, Mary (MAG) 
Subject: RE: Catalyst / Moyse / West Face C52655 

Grsaiispin TS Ro-aci T 
Humphrey. I 414;S|W??P 
VfeliTSlein M5E2T? S bgraen.spa.ri©'! ShedshrcTcorri 

Hello, 

1 
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As you know a case management meeting is scheduled before Justice Rouleau for December 1, 2017 at 1:15 p.m.. The 
case management will be heard in courtroom two at Osgoode Hall. 
Counsel may proceed directly to courtroom two. 

Thank you, 

Lily Miranda 
Civil Appeals Scheduling Coordinator 
Court of Appeal for Ontario 
130 Queen Street West 
Toronto, ON M5H 2N5 
Osgoode Hall 
(416) 327 1730 
Lily. miranda@ontario. ca 

From: Miranda, Lily (MAG) 
Sent: November-17-17 11:06 AM 
To: 'Milne-Smith, Matthew'; david@moorebarristers.ca: Thomson, Kent; Carlson, Andrew; 
'robert.centa@paliareroland.com'; 'bgreenspan@15bedford.com'; 'nlutes@15bedford.com' 
Subject: RE: Catalyst / Moyse / West Face C62655 

Hello, 

Further to a case conference before Justice Rouleau, please find attached a letter for the matter. 

Regards. 

Lily Miranda 
Civil Appeals Scheduling Coordinator 
Court of Appeal for Ontario 
130 Queen Street West 
Toronto, ON M5H 2N5 
Osgoode Hall 
(416) 327 1730 
Lily. miranda@ontario. ca 

2 
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Greenspan 
Humphrey 
Weinsteln 

Brian H. Greenspan 
Partner' 

416.868.1755 x222 
Noveitlb.er 29, 2017 bgreenspan@15bcdford.com 

Matthew Miine-Smith 
davies VVsrci Phniips & Vineberg LLP 
155 Wellington StreetiWest 
Toronto, ON 
M5V3j7 

.Dear Mr, Milne-Srti ith: 

Re; The Catalyst Capital Grou p Inc.. 

I am. writing in response to your letter dated November 24,. 2017. I am responding oil behalf Of Mr. Moore who has 
reviewed and concurs with the contents of diis letter. 

We note, that your November 24, 2017 letters have been included in the motion record publicly filed and which 
apparently appears on your website at Tabs GG and Hri As well, Mr,. Moore's .initial response by e-mail on 
NPvembef 27,h is included in the motion record at Tab; .11 Evidently- thatmotion record has been made available to 
the press: and forms the.genesis;.:ofthe front page article in today's .National Post: We would therefore expect that 
this:correspDndehce,'aisb be provided to the court on the public: record. 

You have irresponsibly alleged, based upon an incomplete and inaccurate: account of. tape recordings of two 
conversations which took place on September IS, 2017, that the application made to Justice Rouleau on September 
25, 2017f.was without a, good faith basis for seeking the potential, admission of fresh evidence or the adjournment of 
the appeal. We unequivocally reject the suggestion that counsel failed' to properly and ethically consider the 
substance of the..tapes-:and their potential evidentiary impact, on the appeal, in accordance with established principles 
of law, Neither Mr Moore.nor I had anypre-knowledge nor Involvement ;in the events which led to the interviews of 
Frank. Newbould or the resulting tape recordings nor with- respect to any other similar investigative activities in 
relation to any West Face personnel and we, have been .assured. by Catalyst that the eame applies to them. 

We -agree that the unauthorized means by which the. tape recordings were obtained was. unacceptable. 
Nevertheless, our duty-as counsel to our clients, once the recordings came into our possession, was to objectively 

3ss"js5s[ the.-Jl7ip9C.lDf'fhe:;^.fifefitg"Df"the/.yfepe\"re.cOrdUjgSE. \5/h1bh' Vv© believe were Improperly but 
not unlawfully obtained. Indeed, contrary to. the mischaracteri'zatioh contained In the National Post article referred to 
In your letters, we arrived at the initial conclusion, and remain of the view,; that portions of the tape recordings are. 
equally, if. not more unacceptable and troubling than the manner in .which the recordings were obtained, in purview, 
a proper-assessment had to be conducted as to whether.or riot- reliance could or should be placed upon this material, 
together With' Certain other' historical facts, in relation to ag: application for the introduction of fresh evidence. 
Regardless of our ultimate determination of this issue!, a virtually' unique and unprecedented legal dilemma had been 
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presented in a situation not of our choosing or making, It required a careful assessment and legal research to arrive 
at an appropriate determination. 

We are confident that any objective assessment of our actions will not only demonstrate the bona fide justification for 
the adjournment application but will also demonstrate appropriate professional judgment and restraint. 

We will respond to your further correspondence under separate cover. 

Yours truly, • 

Brian H. Greenspan 

BHG:st 

cc.: Kent Thomson and Andrew Carlson via email 

Rob Centa and Kris Borg-Olivier via email 

David Moore via email 
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